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APRAMÁDA: VIGILANCE

v{KJtu Ætlw& Nhtu ÊtÀbt c{Ñ ;ÖjÌgbwåg;u >
yv{bútul Ju°Ôgk NhJútàbgtu CJu;T >>
Om is the bow, the self the arrow; and Brahman is said to be the target. It is to be
struck with an undistracted mind; the self should become one with Brahman, as the
arrow with its mark. (Mundaka Upanishad, 2.2.4)

;tk gtudrbr; bàgà;u Âô:htrbÂà={gÆtthKtbT >
yv{bútô;=t CJr; gtudtu rn v{CJtËggti >>
This, the firm control of the senses, is what is called yoga. One must then be vigilant;
for yoga is subject to growth and decay. (Katha Upanishad, 2.3.11)

yËvbt=h;tu rC¢Fw vbt=u Cg=Âôm Jt >
yVUçctu vrhntltg rlçctlôguJ mÂà;fu >>
A mendicant who delights in vigilance, who looks with fear on thoughtlessness
(who sees danger in it), cannot fall away (from his perfect state) (but) is in the presence of nirvana. (Dhammapada, 2.32)
It is the nature of the monkey to jump from branch to branch, holding a fruit in its
mouth, and while jumping, the fruit often falls down from its mouth. Thus at times,
distracted by the changing events of life the aspirants lose sight of the devotional
path, if the grasp is not firm. (The Sayings of Sri Ramakrishna, 586)
He that does not shun small defects falls little by little into greater. (The Imitation of
Christ, 1.25)
When the novices forget their dhikr (remembrance of God) for one moment, then Satan is with them, for Satan spies upon them. So when forgetfulness enters the heart,
then he enters, but when the dhikr enters certainly he will depart. (Ibn ‘Arabi)
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 This Month 
Personal ideals are one of the most potent
determinants of successful goal-directed activity, underpinning even the mundane acts
of commonplace people. This month’s editorial, PracticalIdealism , dwells on this theme.

repute from Ramakrishna M ission, Along,
Arunachal Pradesh, have jointly authored
the article.
IndividualBeing and theUniversalBeing is a lucid exposition of the philosophical
tenets of Sankhya and Vedanta in the context
of practical spirituality. The author, Swami
Pitambaranandaji, is a senior monk of the
Ramakrishna Order.

In PrabuddhaBharata— 100YearsAgo
we get excerpts from two addresses of the
reputed American clerics Lyman Abbott and
Cuthbert Hall that provide a stringent autocritique of dogmatic Christian theology and
contrast it with the vibrant spirituality of the
East.

In Sciencein Religion, Dr Saibal Gupta
discusses the empirical and rational basis of
Sankhya and Vedanta as systems of practical
spirituality vis-à-vis the method of the material sciences, and correlates these concepts
with our as yet nebulous objective understanding of consciousness and evolution.
The author is a reputed cardiovascular surgeon and well-known thinker from Kolkata.

In this month’s instalment of Reflections
on theBhagavadgitaSwami Atulanandaji
elucidates the last eleven verses of Chapter
Eleven of the Gita, containing the vision of
Sri Krishna’s benevolent form and a description of the means to its realization.
In the second and concluding instalment
of Vedantain PracticeSrimat Swami Gambhiranandaji M aharaj describes the significant
philosophical and practical differences that
set apart Swami Vivekananda’s formulation
of ‘seva’from the traditional ideal of karma
yoga. He traces the roots of Swamiji’s ideal
to the Gita and the Upanishads, and emphasizes how this Vedantic ideal is not only the
geniune basis of ethics and harmony but can
also be the foundation for a truly egalitarian
and humane social order.

Discourseand Pragm atism :A Gandhian
Perspectiveis a succinct presentation of
Gandhiji’s practical approach in formulating
ideas like satyagraha, swadeshi and swaraj
that have had a revolutionary impact on society. The author, Dr Sumita Roy, is Reader,
Department of English, Osmania University,
Hyderabad.

The ninth instalment of Parabrahm a
Upaniøad, translated by Swami Atmapriyanandaji, Principal, Ramakrishna M ission
Vidyamandira, Belur, describes the internalSriSaradaDevi:A Living Illustration of ization of the sacred thread, viewed as BrahPraticalVedantais an absorbing account of
man, during the process of sannyasa.
the ways in which Holy M other Sri Sarada
Devi actually lived the principles and ideals
The high ideal of sannyasa, the one-pointof Vedanta amidst her numerous daily chores.
ed mind of the knowers of Brahman, and
Br Ajatachaitanyaji, a monastic member of
their transcendence of social conventions are
the Ramakrishna M ission Vidyapith, Purugraphically reflected in M athuradasji, the
lia, and Sri M M Barik, a teacher of national
subject of our Glim psesofHoly Lives.
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Practical Idealism
EDITORIAL
promoters of vegetarianism. But M anu terms
agriculture pramìta, pre-eminent in loss of
life,4 for tilling causes the death of numerous
burrowing creatures.5
The Sermon on the M ount is one of the
most beautiful ethical passages in the Bible. It
is, however, a counsel of perfection, and few
Christians believe in one’s ability to be perfect
during an entire lifetime; and so these exhortations are taken as only ideals to be looked up
to. Other interpreters suggest that Jesus’proclamation of the kingdom of heaven being at
hand meant that these precepts were to be
obeyed only for a short time.
St. Francis of Assisi, the poverello (’poor
little man’), is one of the most loved and venerated of Christian saints. He initiated the movement of evangelical poverty with the rule that
prohibited his followers from having any private possessions. Yet, St Francis had to himself
whittle down this rule, much against his own
wishes, to suit other Franciscans, and after his
demise the conventual Franciscans undertook
further revisions of the rule to suit modern
community life.
Islam is the one religious movement
wherein the spiritual and socio-political aspects of the lives of its followers are considered inextricably linked from the very beginning; for in Islam the religious community,
ummah, is commissioned by Allah to form a
society based on the value systems divinely
ordained in the Quran. Since the revelation of
the Quran was complete with the demise of
M uhammad, the rules of social governance in
Islamic societies have also remained fixed, for
unlike secular laws, these rules cannot be altered to suit one’s current needs. To confirm
modern social practices to the ideal of the Quran
is a vexed issue in all modern Islamic societies.

TheParadoxoftheIdeal
á hiósyát sarva bhétáni, hurt no creature, is a central dictum of Sanatana
Hindu Dharma, which considers
ahimsa as parama, or supreme, dharma. According to Bhagavan Vyasa, ‘Ahimsa is to abstain from injuring any being, at any time and
in any manner. Truth and other forms of restraints and observances are based on the
spirit of non-injury. They, being the means of
fulfilment of non-injury, have been recommended in the shastras for establishing ahimsa.’1
Ahimsa (pánátipáta veramani in Pali) is the
first of the five moral precepets, paðca-ùæla, incumbent upon all Buddhists who have taken
the triùaraîa, the vows of triple refuge. The
práîátipáta viramaîa vrata of Jaina laymen is
also very elaborate: ‘I will desist from destroying all great lives such as Trasa jæva (i.e. lives of
two, three, four and five senses), either knowingly or intentionally. … As long as I live I
shall not myself kill; nor cause others to kill;
nor will I kill by mind, speech or body.’2 The
Jaina code of conduct includes prescriptions
(like avoiding eating after sunset) to aid the
fulfilment of the vow of ahimsa.
Pragmatic opinion, however, tells us that
ahimsa in the absolute sense is an impossibility. In the words of Swami Brahmananda:

M

You understand its significance only when you
have attained samadhi, when you have reached
enlightenment and have seen God in all creatures. Until then no amount of talk helps us. …
You may talk of not killing any creature but can
you possibly avoid killing? What would you
eat?Potatoes?Plant that potato underground, it
shoots forth young sprouts. Has the potato no
life?… You must breathe to live. Yet with every
3
breath you kill millions of creatures.

The proponents of ahimsa are also vigorous
13
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our own Self as the perennial and inexhaustible internal source of power that not only initiates all our actions, but is also waiting to be
tapped.
Genuine pragmatism lies in our tapping
our own internal source of power and happiness and in putting these derivatives to efficient use. Being aware of our own resources is
the first step in this process. Simple awareness
of our internal selves can be profoundly transformative for two reasons: (1) This awareness,
of necessity, focuses our minds, and a focused
mind is a spontaneous conduit of the power
and bliss of Atman that are waiting to be manifested. The empirical efficacy of the techniques
of mindfulness and choiceless awareness are
dependent on this fact. (2) True knowledge is
in itself a source of power, for it is knowledge
that is transformed into the will that determines our actions. Thus if technological advancements are the pragmatic tests of the validity of scientic knowledge, they must needs
be preceded by the discoveries of pure science.
This awareness brings us to the realm of
ideas, and the power of valid ideas and ideals.
In making available the Vedantic truth of the
Upanishads to the masses, Swami Vivekananda was banking on the power of Self-awareness to invigorate and empower them. ‘This
Atman is first to be heard of,’said Swamiji,
echoing the exhortation of the Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad.

The aforementioned instances highlight
the paradoxof the ideal: the ideals of ahimsa,
of moral perfection, of non-possession, and of
a divine society appeal to our hearts, but we
are bound to ask the very next moment— is it
practicable?
W hatisPracticality?
Pragmatic and utilitarian motives are often assumed to be the basis of our commonsensical, rational behaviour. Our pragmatic
self judges the validity of an idea or a proposed course of action by asking two questions: (1) Is it workable?Can we put the idea
into practice in our workaday world?(2) Is it
of any use, or, do the ends suit us?Conversely,
if we set our minds on some end we take
praticality to lie in the achievement of that
end, by whatever possible expedient. Getting
things done and achieving results, then, is the
common conception of practicality.
It is in the formulation of our ends that
we take into account utilitarian concerns that
judge the validity of goals by the amount of
happiness they are likely to yield. Happiness
or pleasure may vary in quality from gross
sensual pleasures to the subtle spiritual ones,
but the quest for ananda, or happiness, is universally acknowledged by philosophers and
psychologists as the prime determinant of our
actions.
By summing up these propositions we
can conclude that we are likely to act in ways
that are the easiest means to happiness, or, in
more commonplace idiom, that which we like
and can do, is practical. Unfortunately, we run
into problems when we interpret happiness
and expedients only in sensual and material
terms. Vedanta points out that both happiness
and will are derivatives of Consciousness, for
only conscious entities possess these attributes. Any effort, therefore, at pursuit of happiness, without reference to one’s inherent Consciousness, is only likely to end in a travesty of
the same. By the same token, we look for external contrivances only when we are unaware of
PB - APRIL2005

Hear day and night that you are that Soul. …
Let the whole body be full of that one ideal, ‘I
am the birthless, the deathless, the blissful, the
omniscient, the omnipotent, ever-glorious
Soul.’… M editate upon it, and out of that will
come work. ‘Out of the fullness of the heart the
mouth speaketh,’and out of the fullness of the
heart the hand worketh also. Action will come.
Fill yourselves with the ideal; whatever you do,
think well on it. All your actions will be magnified, transformed, deified, by the very power of
thought. If matter is powerful, thought is om6
nipotent.

W hatDo W eActually Practice?
Vasudha Narayanan is a Professor of Re14
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ligion at the University of Florida. Participating in a debate on valid representations of
Hinduism (the seminar was titled ‘Who Speaks
for Hinduism?’) in the Journalof the American
Academy of Religion, she wrote:
Several years ago, when I first came as a graduate student to the Centre for the Study of World
Religions at Harvard University, a fellow student down the corridor kindly loaned me a few
introductory textbooks on the Hindu tradition.
I read them with considerable interest, and when
I returned them, he asked me what I thought of
them. With some hesitation— this was my first
week at Harvard— I replied that none of them
discussed some important features of the tradition.
When asked to expand, I said the first thing
that came to my mind: ‘Food,’I said and continued, ‘my grandmother always made the right
kind of lentils for our festivals. The auspicious
kind. We make certain vegetables and lentils for
happy and celebratory holy days and others for
the inauspicious ceremonies like ancestral rites
and death rituals. And none of the books mentioned auspicious and inauspicious times.’
‘Oh,’said my new friend, ‘anthropological
stuff.’
Disconcerted at having my grandmother’s
practice of what I thought of as a religious life
being so dismissed as ‘anthropological stuff’
and mindful that this was Harvard, I quickly
changed the topic and asked him what he was
studying.
‘Religion,’he said briefly and added, ‘the
Vedas.’
We were on, or so I thought, a safe topic. I
did know one or two of the hymns that were an
integral part of rituals at home and temples. I
could even recite some of the verses with the
right intonation. So I happily pressed him for
details.
‘I’m working on Vrtra now,’he said.
M y heart sank— I had never heard of Vrtra
before. I did muster up the courage to ask him
about Vrtra— maybe Vrtra was known by some
other name. The student proceeded to tell me
the story of Vrtra, the dragon-monster that held
the rain clouds until Indra finally plunged into
its belly and set the rain free.
‘That is Hinduism?’I asked incredulously.
15
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‘No,’he replied seriously, ‘that is the Rig
Veda.’…
The Hindu tradition, like many other religions, is complex, and diglossia is rampant. There
are clear distinctions between androcentric
Sanskrit texts and practice. … None of this was
wrong; it was just that the epic stories, the variations of the stories, the varieties of devotional
activity, the celebrations of festivals, and the
fuss about food seem far more important than
doctrine and philosophy in the practice of Hindu
traditions.’7

This very point had earlier been made by
Prof A L Basham, the editor of A CulturalHistory of India, when he decided to add a postscript to Dr Radhakrishnan’s essay on Hinduism written for that book. Basham wrote:
We do not intend to disparage the Hinduism of
the intellectual and the mystic, the Hinduism of
the kind expounded by Professor Radhakrishnan. But let us remember the other Hinduism,
the Hinduism of the artist and poet, with its rich
mythology and legend, the Hinduism of the
simple man, with its faith, its ritual, its temples,
and its sacred images. Both are parts of India’s
heritage, and it is impossible to pronounce objectively on their relative merits or importance;
but there is little doubt which has the more
strongly affected the majority of the inhabitants
8
of the subcontinent for more than 2000years.

In his ‘Paper on Hinduism’at the 1893 Chicago Parliament of Religions, Swami Vivekananda had taken a much wider view of Hinduism than that evoked by Basham: ‘From the
high flights of the Vedanta philosophy, … to
the low ideas of idolatry with its multifarious
mythology, the agnosticism of the Buddhists,
and the atheism of the Jains, each and all have
a place in the Hindu’s religion.’9 The life of Sri
Ramakrishna and its portrayal in the Gospelof
Sri Ramakrishna capture this comprehensive
compass of Hinduism. But this diversity is not
confined to Hinduism alone. Swamiji had
pointed out that every religion had three parts:
philosophy, mythology, and ritual.10 He also
observed that ‘spiritual giants have been produced only in those systems of religion where
there is an exuberant growth of rich mytholPB -APRIL2005
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of Eastern and Western newspapers and periodicals were divided among themselves in either applauding or bitterly criticizing the work.
To The Detroit Free Press it was an epoch-making work, ‘for in it the inner life of the Indian
woman, the life below the surface, the ideals,
the mainsprings of action, the aspirations, hopes
and all the mysticism of the East, and the reality of the Unseen’had been ‘set forth, as has
never been done before, by a Western woman
imbued with a spirit of reverent sympathy.’
The Church Times held a diametrically opposite view: ‘In The W ebof Indian Life the authoress lets herself go, so to say, with entire abandon, to give us a couleur de rose picture of Indian life and thought. … It is all pure undiluted optimism. … It is the suppression of the
other side of the picture that we deprecate in
the interest, not only of the truth, but of the
cause of Indian women themselves.’11 Rabindranath Tagore’s opinion, as set forth in the
introduction to the 1918 edition of the book, is
illuminating and instructive:

ogy and ritualism.’(3.44) Sri Ramakrishna also
has, through his own spiritual experiences, testified to the validity of all these religious forms
and expressions as aids to the goal of God-realization, the ultimate purpose of all religions.
IstheIdealPracticable?
Vasudha Narayanan is not the first to read
a clear-cut dichotomy between the putative philosophy and praxis of Hinduism, and to suggest
privileging the latter in order to get a true picture of the ground realities of this religion. Some
scholars of religion working in the West, like
Frits Staal and Balagangadhara have even suggested that the Hindu traditions being praxis
oriented and not belief centred, the word religion has been wrongly applied to them.
This privileging of praxis is understandable, for the maze of ‘intricate mythology’and
‘queer and startling psychology’interpenetrating the myriad forms of Hindu practices are
bound to attract greater attention than ‘dry
philosophy’, from both practitioners and observers alike. But to overlook the beliefs, faith
systems, and thought processes that underlie
these ritual forms is to mistake the chaff for the
grain. In cooking the auspicious kind of lentils,
young Vasudha’s grandmother was certainly
moved by specific ‘notions’of auspiciousness
rather than the nature or taste of the lentils.
Similarly, in meticulously carrying out ancestral and death rituals she was only acting out
her (and Hinduism’s) philosophy of transmigration and life after death; and the presence
of her ancestors was no less real to her than the
lentils she was cooking. What is remarkable
about Hinduism, then, is not the exoticism of
its manifold practices, but the absence of institutional indoctrination and dogmatic rigidity
that has allowed the flowering of a rich plurality of forms— with allowance for individual
choice— all of which reflect certain fundamental attitudes and modes of thought and belief.
The publication of Sister Nivedita’s celebrated work The W ebof Indian Life a hundred
years ago had caused a great stir. A whole host
PB - APRIL2005

Because she [Sister Nivedita]had a comprehensive mind and extraordinary insight of love she
could see the creative ideals at work behind our
social forms and discover our soul that has living connexion with its past and is marching towards its fulfilment.
But Sister Nivedita, being an idealist, saw a
great deal more than is usually seen by those
foreigners who can only see things, but not truths.
… The mental sense, by the help of which we
feel the spirit of a people, is like the sense of sight,
or of touch— it is a natural gift. … Those who
have not this vision merely see events and facts,
and not their inner association. Those who have
no ear for music, hear sound, but not the song.
… Facts can easily be arranged and heaped up
into loads of contradiction; yet men having faith
in the reality of ideals hold firmly that the vision
of truth does not depend upon its dimension,
but upon its vitality. And Sister Nivedita has uttered the vital truths about Indian life.12

Srimat Swami Gambhiranandaji M aharaj’
s
erudite exposition of ‘Vedanta in Practice’,that
concludes in this issue, highlights the pragmatic nature of Vedic instruction. Satyakama,
16
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Devi provides the perfect example of how
high ideals can be actualized through and
amidst mundane chores. This is the theme of
Br Ajatachaitanyaji and Sri M M Barik’s article. For one Sarada Devi exemplifying the
ideal of Indian womanhood, there are innumerable other women trying their best, knowingly or unknowingly, to live up to their ideals. It is in and through this effort at practical
idealism that Hinduism, or for that matter any
religion, finds it sustenance.

for instance, is the typical marginal subaltern,
being of unknown parentage. He picks up
brahmavidya, not through recitation of the
Vedas, or through explicit vichara, or formal
meditation, but simply through the process of
tending to his guru’s cows. Truthfulness and
shraddha are clearly more important prerequisites for brahmavidya than formal instruction about the nature of Brahman. Similarly,
success in Purusha Yajna is dependent solely
on transformation of one’s outlook upon life
and one’s attitude towards the details of our
activities of daily living.
M ahatma Gandhi’s programmes of satyagraha and ahimsa are also telling examples
of the pragmatic power of ideals that are
backed by belief. His concept of trusteeship derived from the Gita provides a practical method
of practicing non-possession, or aparigraha,
even within a consumerist society. His genius
in interpreting important philosophical concepts and contextualizing them to current
needs, as highlighted in Dr Sumita Roy’s essay
‘Discourse and Pragmatism: A Gandhian Perspective’, was crucial to the remarkable success of his ideas and efforts. Similar reinterpretations through ijtihád (individual opinion), qiyás (analogical reasoning) and ijmá
(consenus opinion of scholars) are being
evoked to confirm Islamic society to modern
life currents, and regular theological revisions
have helped Christianity remain the major religion of modern Western society.
To ordinary individuals burdened by the
cares of daily life, Holy M other Sri Sarada
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mtu~nbtsàbNw°tltbtVUjtu=g-fUbo
KtbT > ytmbw={rG;eNtltbtltfUh:JÀbo
ltbT >>
g:trJrÆtnw;tÉleltk g:tfUtbtrao
;tr:o
ltbT > g:tvhtÆt=ãztltk g:tfUtjv{cturÆtltbT >>
Àgtdtg mkC];t:to
ltk mÀgtg rb;CtrMKtbT > gNmu rJrsdeMq
Ktk v{stgi d]nburÆtltbT >>
NiNJu~Çgô;rJ‘tltk gtiJlu rJMgirMKtbT > JtÆto
fu bwrlJ]úteltk gtudultà;u ;lwÀgstbT >> …
Pure of birth, diligent in action, rulers up to the seas, with direct access to heaven (the
Raghus) fulfilled all scriptural injunctions, were munificent in charity, just in their dealings,
and sensitive to circumstances. Their wealth was for charity, words reserved for truth, conquests for glory, and marriage for progeny. Dedicated to learning in childhood, to material pursuits in youth, and to austerities in old age, they gave up their bodies in yoga.
—the ideal of the Raghus in Kalidasa’s Raghuvamsha, 1.5-8
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Prabuddha Bharata— 100 Years Ago
April 1905
To the Hindus
recent sermon preached by Dr Lyman Abbott, on the 18th December at Harvard University,
has caused so much comment that nothing could have shewn more plainly the absurd narrow-mindedness of those ‘Christians’ who crticized as they have.
The ancient method of burning a heretic at the stake is outgrown here in America, but the hot
fire of words still throws its fierce flames at the poor victim.
The address of Dr Lyman Abbott, which caused so much comment, was in part as follows:
‘One day, some years ago, a young man called upon me with a long list of theological questions.
He wanted to get copy for his newspaper, and he asked me to answer them. I was bowing him out
with a polite declination when he stopped me: “Just a moment, please. Do you believe in a personal
God?” “What do you mean by a personal God?” I asked. “Well,” he said, “I mean—I mean a big man
sitting up in the centre of the universe and ruling things.” “No,” I said, “I do not believe in that kind of a
personal God.”
‘That notion of an absentee God—an imperial Caesar sitting in the centre of the universe ruling
things, whose edicts are laws, who is approached only from afar by men—that is gone, or going.
There are some of us who still cling to it, and to whom the removal of that image seems like atheism;
some that are trying to cling to it, though their grasp is loosening.
‘The notion of a humanized God, sitting in the centre of the universe, ruling things, is gone; and
in the place of it science has brought us back this: “We are ever in the presence of the Infinite”; and
history has brought us back this: “There is a power not ourselves that makes for righteousness”; and
literature has brought us back this: “Spirit with spirit can meet; closer is He than breathing, nearer
than hands or feet.”
‘My God is a great and ever-present force, which is manifest in all the activities of man and all
the workings of nature. I believe in a God who is in and through and of everything—not an absentee
God, whom we have to reach through a Bible, or a priest or some other outside aid, but a God who is
close to us.
‘Science, literature and history tell us that there is one eternal energy, that the Bible no longer
can be accepted as ultimate, that many of its laws were copied from other religions, that the Ten
Commandments did not spring simultaneously from Moses, but were, like all laws, a gradual growth,
and that man is a creature of evolution, not a creation. …
‘Yet God has a personality. We recognize it as we recognize the personality of a Titian and an Angelo.
Only God is always working, always creating, whereas their work is done. God stands near us. The
mother of a deaf, dumb and blind child gives her daughter one, two, three gifts without being recognized.
Finally there breaks through the child’s intelligence the fact that these gifts, so kind, so loving, spring
from the same source. It feels the mother’s hands and face, then throws its arms around her neck and
kisses her. Even so we, ever in the presence of God, come to realize his proximity and love. …
‘To oppose this irresistible tendency of modern thought is to fight against the very spirit of progress, and those who do so are the real enemies of religion—and by religion I mean merely the spiritual life. The fundamental force in this spiritual evolution is our educational system, our schools and

A
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universities. In every department of our colleges the idea of evolution is inculcated: the youth of today
are thoroughly grounded in it. To set apart the religious realm as the only field where the principles of
evolution do not apply is folly and can end in nothing but disaster. The soul like the mind, must outgrow the habits of its childhood.’
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
The President of the Faculty of the Union Theological Seminary, Rev Chas Cuthbert Hall, in an
address delivered at the opening of the sixty-eighth academic year of the Union Theological Seminary, and afterwards at Columbia University, New York City, says: ‘Enter the East, the breeding-ground
of all the great religions. … What contrast is here between this passion of religion controlling the East,
lifting it above the evil of death, or the greater evil of life, and the apparent drift of the masses of men
in Christian lands towards a condition of cultured indifference or suffering, helpless animalism!
‘In the East one finds lands where religion is more than food, more than raiment, even existence
itself—the life of the people. The history of the East is the history of its religions. Religion and the East
are synonymous terms. By contrast with the atmosphere of religion that pervades the East, the expressions of the religious instinct in the areas of Western Protestantism seem sporadic and occasional. Eliminating for the moment the relative value of things believed in the East, and considering
only the psychological significance of Oriental religious practice, the scenes that meet the openminded observer in India, for example, fill one with the conviction that to worship is for man as normal
as to breathe, and that modern Protestantism in Europe and America is not equal with the East in satisfying the popular instinct in relation to God. Go where you will, this conviction deepens. Stand by the
Howrah Bridge in Calcutta as the thundering traffic of a modern city resumes its course of a morning.
Behold, where, almost touched by the wheels of bullock-carts bearing the bales of merchandise,
stands an open shrine of Hinduism, exposing the sacred emblem. Around it is an ever-changing
throng of men, the men of the city, men of all ranks and professions, each intent on the fulfilment of
his devotions before taking up the common tasks of the day. Crowding one another in the eagerness
of approach; offerings in hand; faces aflame with fierce ecstasy; men of liberal callings, merchants, labourers, soldiers bow before the ancient emblem of life, wreathe it with flowers, cry to it with prayers,
then pass to office or shop or court or barracks, to be parts of modern metropolitanism. Go at sunset
into the public gardens of the same city, hard by the bazar of the Mussulmans. See the merchants
and the lawyers of the faith of Islam gathering every day in long files for evening prayer. It is easy to
discredit their motives, to charge them with hypocrisy and formalism. Yet, as one looks on those hundreds of grave countenances, now turned to heaven, now bowed in the dust, one asks why such
practices should survive the commercialism of a semi-Europeanized city if they be not expressions of
an instinct having its basis in the facts of nature.
‘All of this popular response to the religious motive in the Orient is very different, I had almost
said, terribly different, from what one finds in Christian lands of the West. The East is on fire with the
passion of religion. The West is cool and non-committal; her altars do not glow. The gods and the
forces of the Unseen control the East, creating that aspect of sublime indifference to things, which, to
the keen, calculating materialism of Europeans, to whom things rather than ideas are real, is first inscrutable, then contemptible. The businesslike European living in the East despises the Oriental for a
passive dreamer. The Easterner, content with his handful of corn and his draught of water, dwelling in
the atmosphere of problems of the soul, aspiring after oneness with the Infinite Essence, looks down
with high disdain on the barbarian of the West, filled with meat and wine, whose dull heart cares only
for the things that perish with the using.’
—An American Student
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SW AM I ATULANANDA

Chapter 11 (continued)
45.O Lord,overjoyed am Itohaveseen (Your Form ) which hasnever been seen before,
yetm yheartisagitated with terror;thereforeshow m ethatform ofYours.O God ofgods!O
Abodeoftheuniverse,havem ercy!
he strain becom es too m uch for Arj
una’s
m ind. Even j
oy becom es painful in its
m ost extrem e form and when sustained
too long. Hitherto-unknown em otions have
agitated Arj
una’s m ind. An excess offeeling,
astonishm ent, fear, love, awe and bewilder-

m ent have exhausted his m ental power.
Enough!The vision I can never forget. Your
true nature I know now once and for all. Now
let m e see You again as before, as m y friend.
How?

T

46.Idesireto seeYou asbefore,with diadem ,m aceand discus;O Universal Form ofa
thousand arm s,assum ethatsam efour-arm ed form .
e rem em ber that SriKrishna was the
incarnation ofVishnu, the Preserver,
endowed with four arm s, who cam e
for the preservation ofdharm a. That is the
peaceful attribute of Ishvara, the Narayana
who dwells in the hearts ofall beings. But on
the battlefield, where peace is restored through
destruction, SriKrishna assum es the terrible
form ofthe Destroyer. That is what Arj
una saw.
Now he wants to see the old fam iliar form
again, the incarnation ofthe Preserver, Krishna, the son ofVasudeva. Arj
una did not know
before that SriKrishna was a full incarnation
and that therefore He could assum e all form s.
Full incarnation m eans that He had full
power. He was not lim ited in anysense. Other
incarnations m ay com e for a certain race or
country or to rem ove a certain phase ofigno-

rance, ofadharm a (evil). But SriKrishna cam e
for the whole world, for all hum anity, to establish Truth once for all. Other incarnations are
like one ofthe Upanishads. SriKrishna was
the whole ofthe Vedas.
And now com es a word ofgreat encouragem ent for Arj
una. He was frightened. So the
Lord consoles Him . Fear not. Seeing M e thus,
you have been highlyfavoured. None has ever
seen M e as you saw M e. It is through M ygreat
love for you that I showed you that form .
Why did the Lord show this form to
Arj
una?Through His grace, through His love,
yes, but that grace and love He extends to everyone. Onlyothers do not availthem selves of
it. But whoever unfurls the sail the wind of
grace will carry along.

W

47.TheBlessed Lord said:
O Arjuna,m ercifullyhaveIshownyouthisSuprem eForm byM yownpower ofyoga—
thiseffulgent,infinite,prim eval,greatUniversal Form ofM ine,which hasnotbeen seen by
anyoneelsebeforeyou.

H

ow can that Form be seen?I will tell you.
First I shall give you the negative side to
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rem ove all m isconception. Listen:
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48.O greatherooftheKurus,notbythestudyofthesacred Vedasor bysacrifice,notby
charityor rituals,nor bysevereausteritiesam Ivisiblein such form in thisworld ofm en to
anyoneother than you.
eople think that by these practices, by
their yoga power they can gain M e. But
that is not so, It is M yyoga power that reveals the Truth. ‘Whom the Atm an chooses to
him is the Atm an revealed.’ I do not choose
these great, self-righteous ascetics who think
that since they have done such wonderful

things, they can dem and from M e. No, not to
them do I reveal M yself, but only to M y own
children. But I will tell you about that later.
Now first see M yold form again and be quiet
and at peace. Then you will be able to understand that great secret.

P

49.Benotfrightened nor bewildered,havingseen thisterrificform ofM ine;gettingrid
ofyour fear and with agladdened heart,behold you again this,M y form er form .
ow look at M e. Here I am again, your
friend, your charioteer. Be happy and
com pose yourself.Then I will continue
M y discourse. An agitated m ind cannot absorb what is said. It onlyhears halfand forgets
again im m ediately. Therefore first becom e
calm ;then you will be able to benefit from M y

words. M y words are very im portant;you
should never forget them . So pay strict attention. I am going to give you in a few words the
whole secret ofreligion, all that you need know,
all that anyone need know.
Sanj
aya now relates to King Dhritarashtra
what has happened.

N

50.Sanjayasaid:
Vasudeva(Krishna),having thusspoken to Arjuna,showed again Hisown form ;the
great-souled One,having assum ed again Hisgentleform ,pacified him (Arjuna) who was
terrified.

A

nd now Arj
una is prepared to listen to Sri
Krishna. ‘Speak, O Lord!I am all atten-

tion.’

51.Arjunasaid:
O Janardana,seeingthis,Your gentlehum anform ,now m ythoughtsarecollectedandI
haverecovered m yself.
e hear and we think that we shall
never forget what we have heard.
We cannot im agine that what seem s
so im portant to us now, what seem s so deeply
im pressed on our consciousness at present,
will ever escape us. But such is hum an weakness that either we lose interest, or we have not
the stam ina to keep up interest, or we forget
sim ply through weakness ofm em ory. We all

do forget m uch that is worth retaining. Arj
una
was no exception. He also forgot SriKrishna’s
previous words and so the Lord reiterates His
statem ents in the follow ing verses, im pressing
on Arj
una’s m ind how very im portant it
is—what He is going to say—so that he m ay
receive it with an attentive and concentrated
m ind.

W

52.TheBlessed Lord said:
Thisform ofM ine,which you haveseen,isvery difficultto perceive;even godsever
long to behold thisform .
21
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ven the devas cannot see M e in that divine form that you have seen. You can
becom e a deva, or a god, or an angel, or a
bright spirit through difficult practices. But
that does not give you M yvision, because I do
not care for all these practices. I only ask for
your love. Love alone can unite us. That is the
one natural tie I have with all beings. Love I
cannot withstand. It draws M e. And M ydevotee is so close and dear to M e that from him I

cannot hide anything. He will know everything. He will realize M e in all M y boundless
beauty. Jesus said:‘Blessed are your eyes, for
they see;and your ears for they hear. For verily I say unto you that m any prophets and
righteous m en have desired to see those things
which you see and have not seen them , and to
hear those things which you hear and have not
heard them .’1

E

53.Neither bytheVedas,nor byausterities,nor bycharitablegifts,nor bysacrificecanI
beseen theway You haveseen M e.
How then can one see God?
54.Butbysingle-hearted devotion aloneIcan beknown in thism anner,O Arjuna;and
perceived in reality and also entered into,O scourgeoffoes.
reat is the reward ofbhakti.But it m ust
be single-hearted. The devotee m ust always seek the Lord, m ust always be
filled with love and devotion for Him and for
none else. To the bhakta there is but one reality, one love, one aspiration, and that is to love
the Lord and to be with Him . He sees naught
else, hears naught else. He is intoxicated with
the love ofGod. Wherever he looks, wherever
he goes, he recognizes Krishna.
Jesus said:‘Ifany m an com e to M e, and
hate not his father, and m other, and wife and
children, and brethren and sisters, yea, and his
own life also, he cannot be M ydisciple.’2 What
did Jesus m ean?Should we really hate those
who are so near to us, with whom we are so
closely united, to whom we owe so m uch?
That cannot be. No. It m eans a transform ation
ofour love, an ennobling ofour love. Attachm ent is not the highest love. It binds. And that
kind oflove we m ust replace bytrue love, the
love that m akes us free. We m ust give upbinding attachm ent, but we m ust cultivate the love
ofthe Spirit, the love ofthe God in our father
and m other and children. He who loves God,
loves all. Where is there room for hatred when
the heart is filled with love?That is bhakti,to
love with a deeper love. Not to love because

G
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you are father or m other ofthe child, but because God dwells in the child. Not to love father or m other because there is that blood relation, but because God dwells in the father and
the m other. That is the grand vision ofspiritual equality that em braces all. That is the
brotherhood that raises everything to the
Christ-level. That is true discipleship in Christ,
in Buddha, in all Incarnations.
And rem em ber, this does not m ean
hating everyone else and being in love with
ourselves. No, we m ust hate ourselves as well.
Can anyone hate him self? No, but we m ust
hate or be unattached to our little egotistical
self,and then we m ust love our divine Self.We
m ust graduallydraw awayfrom the m anifestation, the unreal, and approach the Real, the
Spirit in m an. That is genuine love. That is unchangeable, undying love. Then the universal
vision becom es possible. Then God will be
seen as He is, the soul ofall things. With that
vision the bhakta enters, as it were, into Him
who is the Spirit. He obtains union with the
Spirit;his spirit m ingles with the universal
Spirit—and that is liberation.
Freedom is the goal;freedom from bondage, from ignorance, from delusion, from attachm ent, from desires. God is the fulfilm ent
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ofall desire.
How should it be applied?How should it exAnd now com es the final question. How press itself? The next and last verse ofthis
should that bhakti,that devotion, be directed? chapter is an answer to these questions.
55.O Pandava,hewho worksfor M e,hasM efor hishighestgoal,isdevoted to M e,is
freefrom attachm entand bearsenm ity towardsno creature,hecom esunto M e.
his is the secret, Arj
una. When M ybhakta
works for M e as for one whom he dearly
loves, without expectation ofpersonal
advantage, doing everything pleasant and
painful alike cheerfully for M y sake, ready to
sacrifice everything for M e, attached to M e
alone and free from all feeling ofenm ity towards even those who have done inj
ury to
him —then he enters into M e. All distinction
between us falls away. We becom e one Being,
one Consciousness.
The m ethod seem s so sim ple, so easy,
that we cannot believe that that will reallyend
all our trouble. Our raj
asicnature tells us all
the tim e, ‘Do som ething great.’ But is itso easy
to love the Lord?Let us try it and we will see
how m uch is contained in that sim ple com m and. It looks sim ple until we tryit. Then we
will see how great a task it is to love God and
Him alone. It is the m essage ofall prophets.
But even great spiritual m en could not always
understand it. Even Lord Buddha had to discover it after experiencing the futilityofother
m ethods. All ascetics finally discover that not
their asceticism but love is the secret ofsuccess.
This last verse ofthe eleventh chapter is a
wonderful revelation ofTruth. It contains the
essence ofthe whole Gita. And the Gita itselfis
the essence ofall the Vedas. This verse is the
veryj
ewel ofwisdom , the very‘pearl ofgreat
price’. It contains the them e that runs through
the whole Gita. On this them e the Song Celes-

tial is constructed. It is the m elody that runs
through every chapter. We cannot escape it.
‘Work for M e, be devoted to M e, worship M e
and unto M e will you com e.’ We will be eternally united. M ake M e your goal and your
guiding star. Work with the highest m otive.
Not as a slave ofyour senses but for M e. It
m atters little what you do. Perform your duty,
that is all. Do it not to please yourselfbut to
please M e. Let that be your m otive. That will
m ake you pure. Thus, your love and attachm ent for M e will increase. You will be drawn
close to M e. You will partake ofM y nature,
which is love. You will not be able to cherish
hatred towards anyone. I am your highest
goal. But rem em ber M e in M y Universal
Form . Do not m ake ofM e a little god with hum an attributes. Know M e in truth, as the Self
ofall. See M e wherever your eyes wander;
hear M e in whatever sound strikes your ear. I
alone exist. And this entire universe, with all
its wonderful m anifestations, is onlya portion
ofM yself. ‘Without feet, I go everywhere;lying down, I reach all quarters.’ See M e in all
and your life will be blessed;your life will be
hidden in M e.
(To be continued)

T
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f the yogis, with their minds which have been brought under control through the practice of
meditation, see some such transcendental light that is without qualities and action, let them
see! But, for filling our eyes with astonishment, let there be forever that indescribable Blue
Light alone which runs about hither and thither on the sands of the Kalindi!
—Madhusudana Saraswati, G udhartha D ipika, Chapter 13
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Vedanta in Practice
SW AM I G AM BHIRANANDA
(Translation byShoutirKishore Chatterjee continued from the previousissue)
Sevaand Karm aYoga
n Vivekananda’s sadhana knowledge, devotion, and work assum e an inseparable
identity. This is not an im aginary attribution ofthe Godhead to an icon;nor is it thinking ofthe m ind or the vital force as Brahm an
by taking recourse to som e particular attribute. This is the perception ofBrahm an Itselfas
Consciousness in all beings and the utterance
ofthe m antras ofworship in accordance with
that perception. Here there is no necessity of
im position (attribution), for there is a direct
encounter with Reality. Again, this is not the
worship ofhum anity, which is in vogue now adays. For what is worshipped here is not ‘hum anity’ but the Purusha with infinitelym any
heads, who is inseparable from the worshipper. Whenever Vivekananda is inspired by
patriotism , whenever he calls upon spiritual
aspirants to devote them selves to the service
ofall beings, his vision is fixed upon the im m anent Brahm an. Shankara’s philosophy em phasizes the necessityofspiritual practice excluding all else, in accordance with the path of
negation. That too attains fulfilm ent here;for
as soon as one seeks to see Brahm an in all, the
‘allness’ ofall becom es considerably attenuated. Seeing Brahm an, non-different from Atm an, everywhere and seeing the non-dual
transcendent Absolute becom e synonym ous.
When that happens, the effects ofseeing the
m any as a result ofduality disappear.
Yasmin sarváîi bhétányátmaivábhét vijánataë;
Tatrako mohaëkaëùoka
ekatvamanupaùyataë.
‘When to the m an ofrealization all beings
becom e the verySelf, then what delusion and

I
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what sorrow can there be for that seer ofoneness?’ or ‘To the Selfofthe m an ofrealization,
all beings becom e the Self.What delusion and
what sorrow can rem ain for the Selfofthat
seer ofoneness?’1
This union ofknowledge and devotion,
based on the perception everywhere ofBrahm an as non-different from one’s Self, m akes
Viveknanda’s ideal ofservice ofnara-náráyaîa
(God in the form ofm an) distinct from [traditional]karm a yoga. Swam iVivekananda states
in his KarmaYogathat absence ofthe sense of
doership and the desire for the fruits ofaction
when doing som ething is enough to m ake one
a karm a yogi;faith in God is not essential to
that. To do workprom pted bya sense ofduty
can also be called karm a yoga. On these counts
Buddha was a great karm a yogi. This, how ever, is only an extrem e exam ple. Even ifwe
leave this aside and consider theistic karm a
yoga, the distinction between Vivekananda’s
‘path ofservice’ and that form ofkarm a yoga
appears obvious. In the Bhagavadgita the best
presentation ofkarm a yoga is found in the follow ing verses:
Yat karoøi yadaùnási
yajjuhoøi dadási yat;
Yat tapasyasi kaunteya
tat kuruøvamadarpaîam.
‘Whatever you do, whatever you eat,
whatever you offer in sacrifice, whatever you
give away, and whatever you practise in the
form ofausterities, O son ofKunti,do it as an
offering to M e.’2
Anáùritaëkarmaphalaó
káryaó karmakaroti yaë;
Sasannyásæcayogi ca
naniragnirnacákriyaë.

Vedanta in Practice
‘He who perform s the prescribed works
(agnihotraetc.) without caring for the fruit of
action, is a sannyasin and also a karm a yogi;
not he who has renounced the (sacred) fire and
actions enj
oined by the Vedas (agnihotraetc.)
and the Sm ritis (practice ofausterity, charity
etc.).’ (6.1)
Herein we find renunciation ofthe fruits
ofaction and dedication ofall workunto God;
it is this that is usuallyknown as karm a yoga.
Further, when itcom es to interpreting the word
‘karm a’, or work, m any take the restricted
view that it stands for sacrifices prescribed in
the scriptures, or philanthropic activities.
Swam ij
i’s view, how ever, encom passes all living beings and all form s ofwork. M oreover, it
does not m erely involve the dedication ofthe
fruits ofaction to God;rather, those that we
serve stand before us as God Him self.And the
person who serves is also him selfBrahm an.
The agent is Brahm an, the m aterial acted upon
is also Brahm an;the giver is Brahm an, so is the
recipient;action is Brahm an, so are the fruits
ofaction. We can express this through a Gita
verse:
Brahmárpaîaó brahmahavir
brahmágnau brahmaîáhutam;
Brahmaivatenagantavyaó
brahmakarmasamádhiná.
‘The knower ofBrahm an sees the offering, the ghee, the sacrificial fire, the perform er
ofsacrifice and the process ofoblation as Brahm an. To his vision, the fruit ofaction accruing
to a person who sees Brahm an in action is also
Brahm an.’ (4.24)
TheSevaIdeal in theGita
In the Gita, this idea ofSwam ij
i’s rem ains
scattered in various form s in different chapters. Further, in the expositions ofthe com m entators the Gita is divided into the traditional disciplines ofkarm a (action), bhakti(devotion) and
j
nana (knowledge). As a result the form and
ideal ofservice conceived bySwam ij
iis not easilydiscernable in all its fullness. For instance, the
Gita describes the vision ofthe Universal Form
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ofthe om nipresent God;how ever, it does not
tell that the vision ofthe Universal Form is to
be taken not m erelyas a vision, but as providing a suggestion and a m ethod for realizing it
in everywalkoflife. Although the Gita speaks
about sam e-sightedness everywhere and doing good to all beings, these topics do not appear together in the chapter on ‘Karm a Yoga’,
and hence one fails to grasp their true im port.
For instance, it says:
Sarvabhétasthitaó yo máó
bhajatyekatvam ásthitaë;
Sarvathávartamáno’pi
sayogæmayi vartate.
‘He who worships (bhajati) M e, who
dwells in all beings as the pratyagátman, as
non-different from his own Self(that is to say,
he directlyexperiences ‘I am That’), that yogi,
whatever m ay be his situation, abides in M e;
nothing can stand in the wayofhis liberation.’
(6.31)
Here we find worship in the sense of
bhaj
ana;but there is no m ention ofservice or
ofworshipin the sense ofpuj
a. This bhaj
ana is
onlya sort ofm ental perception, as is stated in
the preceding verse:
Yo máó paùyati sarvatra
sarvaó camayi paùyati;
Tasyáhaó napraîaùyámi
sacame napraîaùyati.
‘A person who sees M e (the Atm an ofall)
everywhere, and all beings (starting right
from Brahm a) in M e, does not lose sight ofM e,
nor do I lose sight ofhim (such a person and I
being inseparable).’ (6.30)
Further, we find:‘Te prápnuvanti mámeva
sarvabhétahite ratáë; They, devoted to the welfare ofall beings, attain M e alone.’ (12.4)
SevaasW orship:Practical Im plications
In Swam ij
i’s perception, the ideal is not
the welfare ofall beings but the worship or
service ofall beings, looking upon them as
Brahm an. The difference in respect ofoutlook
and outcom e is trem endous.
Consequently, Swam ij
i’s view point ap-
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pears to be m ore in consonance with the point
ofview ofthe Upanishads. But on occasions,
adopting the line ofthinking ofthe Upanishads, he proceeds even further. When one
sees Brahm an in all beings and at all places,
one cannot segregate m an from m an bydraw ing an inviolable dividing line between virtue
and vice. The Advaitin says:M an is already
good, he can becom e better still;he m oves
from the good to the better, not from the bad to
the good. Truly speaking, there is nothing
which can be called sin and nobody who can
be called a sinner;there is onlylesser or greater
m anifestation ofBrahm an. Society’s duty is
not to punish the sinner, but to rem ove his ignorance and give the inherent RealityofBrahm an scope to express Itself.In the field ofeducation, the teacher cannot finish his duties
m erelybym aking the student hear or swallow
new facts. His principal duty is to appear before the student-God as a servant and rem ove
the obstacles in the path ofm anifestation of
the perfect Atm an that inheres in him . With
love as his instrum ent he will be the worshipper ofthe student-God as the latter proceeds
in his path ofSelf-m anifestation. The guru will
not direct the disciple along the spiritual path;
rather he will be the disciple’s com panion in
his j
ourney towards truth. And here also he
will assum e the role ofthe worshipper ofGod,
the disciple.
Likewise, every field ofactivity will becom e a tem ple and every action will be transm uted into worship in individual life. The
structure ofthe tem ple will vary from case to
case and the type ofworship also will differ
from place to place. Religion will not be restricted to a particular form . The individual
has a right to full freedom . Here everyindividual’s religion, or path ofSelf-m anifestation,
will be com pletely his own. What is m ore, in
Vivekananda’s view even the apparently im pious m ay, under certain circum stances, becom e pious. Bhagavan SriKrishna prescribed
violent fighting as duty to Arj
una. And
Swam ij
itold som e of his interlocutors that
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theywould reach God m ore easilybyplaying
football than by reading the Gita.
This line ofthinking had an elem ent of
dynam ism in it. Swamij
i’s religion is living and
dynamic—it is som ething that m oves progressivelyto its ultim ate ideal. Indeed, in his view
this ceaseless progress is the crucial test by
which religion should be j
udged. As he saw it,
where there is no activity, there is no sattva
guna, but only inertia. For in the present age
inertia passes for sattva guna. In the field of
spirituality, the acceptance ofboth the quiescence ofBrahm an and m an’s ceaseless quest
for fulfilm ent is unique to Swam ij
i.Brahm an,
the Absolute, is present in everyone;there is
difference only in m anifestation. Everyone
will som e day or other elim inate this difference and becom e established in their true Self
that is Brahm an. At present our duty is to aid
in everywayand in everyfield the m anifestation of this absolute, om nipresent but yet
unm anifested Brahm an, and also to strive for
the realization ofthe sam e in our own life.
Noting the above idea ofSwam ij
i’s, Rom ain Rolland wrote, ‘Religion is never accom plished. It is ceaseless action and the will to
strive—the outpouring ofa spring—never a
stagnant pond.’3 Ofcourse this is a one-sided
interpretation. Swam ij
i accepted nirvikalpa
sam adhi too. But that is another m atter.
Taking note ofanother ofSwam ij
i’s thoughts,
Rolland wrote:
It is the quality ofthought and not its obj
ect
which determ ines its source and allows us to
decide whether or not item anates from religion.
Ifit turns fearlesslytowards the search for truth
at all costs with single-m inded sincerity prepared for anysacrifice, I should call it religious;
for it presupposes faith in an end to hum an effort higher than the life ofthe individual, at
tim es higher than the life ofexisting societyand
even higher than the life of hum anity as a
4
whole.

VedanticSocial Order
In Swam ij
i’s view, his cherished social order, established on the realityofBrahm an, will

Vedanta in Practice
have no room for inequality. Whatever m ay
be the form and condition ofsociety at present, it is bound to transcend its present narrow ness on application ofVedanticprinciples.
Further, the principles ofVedanta are not m eant
to rem ain confined to books;these m ust needs
be applied to different social fields. India’s decline is not due to any deficiency in her ideal;
rather it is due to a lack ofearnest effort to
transform that ideal into practice. The scriptures say:
Vidyávinayasampanne
bráhmaîe gavi hastini;
Ùuni caivaùvapáke ca
paîditáësamadarùinaë.
‘The knowers ofBrahm an look with an
equal eye on a brahm ana endowed with learning and hum ility, a cow, an elephant, a dog and
an outcaste (theysee Brahm an in all these).’5
Samaó paùyan hi sarvatra
samavasthitam æùvaram;
Nahinastyátmanátmánaó
tato yáti paráó gatim.
‘Such a person, because he sees the Lord
as present everywhere without anydifferentiation, does not inj
ure the Selfbythe self;therefore he attains the suprem e goal.’ (13.28)
But in practice we said, ‘O outcaste, keep
your distance!’In the Gita the Lord said, ‘Samo’haó sarvabhéteøu na me dveøyo’sti napriyaë; I
am the sam e to all beings;to M e there is none
hateful or dear’. (9.29) But we created a fifth
caste, the pariah, taking these people to be
‘m oving corpses’. In truth, Vedanta can have
no com prom ise with untouchability. It is a social m alady;and it shall be a true Vedantist’s
duty to rid society ofit.
There is no gender difference in the Atm an. So obstructing the path of wom en’s
progress cannot be tolerated. Again, the Atm an is free. So wom en them selves will decide
what they will do and what they ought to do.
M en’s dutylies onlyin helping them from a distance byrem oving their ignorance through education and such other m eans. Wom en are but
form s ofthe fem inine aspect ofGod;hence
27
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they are obj
ects ofworship (they deserve our
highest respect).
Com m unism and related ideas that we
hear ofnow adays, had alreadym ade their appearance in Swam ij
i’s days. We are therefore
naturally keen to know his opinion on these
topics. He sought to settle this question too on
the basis ofVedanta. The Gita says:
Ihaivatairjitaësargo
yeøáó sámye sthitaó manaë;
Nirdoøaó hi samaó brahma
tasmát brahmaîi te sthitáë.
‘Those whose m inds rest in evenness,
conquer relative existence even in this life. As
Brahm an is the sam e in all beings (from brahm anas to chandalas) and untouched by their
good and bad qualities, such persons abide in
Brahm an and so (being without any sense of
possession as regards their bodies and senses)
they rem ain free from all taint.’ (5.19)
Swam ij
ispoke about this Vedanticconcept ofequality in m any places. He also declared that, whether we wish itor not, equality
is sure to m ake its appearance in future society
in various form s. But established as he was in
the knowledge ofAtm an, Swam ij
icould not
settle for econom icor racial equalityalone. Such
egalitarianism m ay be inevitable under certain circum stances in particular societies, yet
equalitybased on the realityofAtm an is what
is desired. The nearest approxim ation to that
is cultural equality. It is necessaryto establish
this kind ofequalitybym anifesting Atm an to
a greater extent, byraising the cultural level of
people in the lower rungs ofsociety. Swam ij
i
was not for equality brought about by levelling down the upper strata, and he criticized it
in no uncertain term s.
VedanticUnity:
TheBasisofHarm ony and Ethics
Swam ij
ialso wanted to end the conflict of
religions on the basis ofVedanta. IfBrahm an
be one and onlyIts m anifestations be ofvaried
m odes and different form s, where then is the
scope for quarrel?He worked for a hum an soPB -APRIL2005
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cietywith its diversityfounded on an underlying ground ofunity, irrespective ofcaste or
colour. Taking note of this idea Professor
Floyd Ross writes:‘The oneness ofm ankind is
som ething which m odern m an everywhere
needs to learn, ifhe is to m ove creatively into
one world, where the richness of diversity
does not m ean an anarchyoffoolish com petition;but each person needs to find the m eaning ofthat oneness in his own selfhood before
he can go far in helping to build “one world”.’
India has been aware ofthe fact ofthe
One expressing Itselfthrough m anyform s since
tim e im m em orial. M ore recently, Gaudapada
too has conceded that ifone accepts Advaitism , then there can be no question ofopposing
other doctrines. In fact conflicts can be resolved
on the basis ofAdvaita itself.His conclusion is:
Sva-siddhánta-vyavasthásu
dvaitino niùcitádìõham;
Parasparaó virudhyante
tairayaó navirudhyate.
‘The dualists, being firm ly convinced
about their respective divergent conclusions,
oppose each other. But one who sees that Atm an alone abides, does not quarrel with such
people (for, after all, he has no feeling ofseparation from them ).’6
Shankaracharya showed that, even when
we take the non-dual Brahm an to be the ultim ate Reality, it is possible to be in harm ony
with considerable portions ofother schools of
thought. Swam iVivekananda, in keeping with
his guru’s teachings, said that it is not enough
to m erelytolerate other religions;rather every
religion m ust be respected. Although he based
the harm ony ofall religions on the firm foundation ofnon-dualism , he did not failto show
generosityand respect to different expressions
ofreligion like bhakti,j
nana, yoga and karm a.
He also said that all kinds ofdisputes can be
settled by m eans ofnon-dualism .

T

That is not all;according to Swam ij
iit is
this non-dualism that can provide the surest
basis for all ethics. All attem pts to build an edifice ofhum anitarianism on the basis ofconcepts
like the Fatherhood ofGod, the brotherhood
ofm an, and the solidarityor equalityofall hum an beings have so far ended in failure. Now
has com e the tim e to re-establish the ideal on
the basis ofthe greatness and oneness ofAtm an—and Swam iVivekananda is its pioneer.
When we accept the greatness ofthe Atm an in
m an, we accord to him a certain dignity irrespective ofhis race or caste, and hum anitycan
be truly united only on that basis. Such unification will com e not as a result ofthe pursuit
ofrights and claim s, but rather through the
m anifestation ofthe Atm an in oneselfand the
worship ofthe Atm an in others.
He discovered that at the root ofall hum an progress lay self-confidence, that is faith
in the im m ortality, im m utability, and such
other characteristics ofone’s Self. It is the selfrespect aroused by this self-confidence that
prevents a m an from doing vile deeds and inspires him to noble action.
Here we have m ade only a cursory survey ofthe grand plan for the application of
Vedanta in hum an life as chalked out bySwam iVivekananda. Those who wish to know
m ore will have to delve into the source books
written by him .
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he suffering of privation is brave but it is braver to feel for others and stint yourself to help
them.
—Tirukkural, 225
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Sri Sarada Devi:Sri
A Sarada
Living Illustration
Devi:
of Practical
A Living Illustration
Vedanta
of Practical Vedanta
BR AJATACHAITANYA AND M M BARIK
Introduction
The epoch-m aking Great M aster, Sri
Ram akrishna, the harbinger ofharm onyofall
religions, and his m ost celebrated disciple Swam iVivekananda have given a fillip to the
sprouting seeds ofspirituality all over India
and abroad. But untilthe fifties ofthe last century the life ofthe Holy M other, SriSarada
Devi, had rem ained largely unnoticed as she
had spent her years m ostlyin secluded hom ely
surroundings, awayfrom the publicgaze. Hum anity is j
ust beginning to realize the unique
kaleidoscopic panoram a oftruth, purity, renunciation, all-em bracing love, selfless service and sacrifice witnessed in her life.
In HolyM other’s life we find her as sister,
daughter, wife and a spiritual M other to innum erable people, and in her dealings with all
these people, she m anifested an ideal, which
rem ains unsurpassed in the history ofIndia.
Virtue and spirituality cannot be taught.
Theym ust be im bibed byseeing living exem plars. Holy M other always im parted m oral
and spiritual instructions through the exam ple ofher own life and action. When we study
her life, we find certain virtues standing out
prom inently as the very essence ofpractical
Vedanta. Herein we attem pt to show, through
certain exam ples and in the light ofher teachings, how Holy M other led her life as a living
illustration ofpractical Vedanta.
TheCentral Them eofVedanta

is m anifesting through different existential
planes. This is the quintessence ofthe Vedas.
So according to Swam ij
i,it is the dutyofevery
soul to treat other souls as God and not to hate,
vilify or inj
ure them in any m anner.
In Vedanta life is known as bondage to
the wheel oftransm igratory existence. This is
an undesirable state as it involves suffering
and is alienated from the infinite bliss and
freedom ofBrahm an. But we are lim iting ourselves byour karm a, which like a chain round
our necks has dragged us into this lim itation.
Break that chain, and you are free.
TheSilentLam p
There was apparentlynothing extraordinary in the life ofHoly M other. She was born
in 1853 in a poor but suprem elypious fam ily.
In her youth she served her God-intoxicated
husband, SriRam akrishna, his intim ates and
devotees with uncom m on fortitude, love, affection and care. After the dem ise of Sri
Ram akrishna in 1886, her m ain dutywas spiritual m inistration, but she kept herselfengaged
in m any com m on chores and household
work, therebytransform ing everybit ofwork
into an act ofserenely peaceful worship. She
did all this out ofm otherly love and affection
for all, without any extraneous m otive. She
treated all classes ofpeople—saints and sinners, the rich and the poor, and even dum b anim als equally.
Adversity,theTestofPrinciple

The central them e ofVedanta is the divinity ofm an. All Vedantins assert that each
being has a soul (Atm an) or is a spark ofthe
Divine, the Absolute. Swam ij
ialso says that
each soul is potentiallyDivine;the sam e Spirit

Adversity is a great teacher. Virtues are,
no doubt, tested in the school ofadversity. Adversitym irrors the genuineness ofa m oral virtue or a spiritual value. Sarada Deviis a shin29
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ing exam ple ofsuch virtue. In the m idst oftrials and tribulations, she always m aintained
equanim ity, poise and grace, the spirit ofselfeffacing service and all-em bracing love, and
proclaim ed the suprem ely uplifting power of
godliness and spirituality.
Throughout her life she lived am ong her
kith and kin, devotees, and people ofvaried
tem peram ents. M any tim es she had to pacify
her quarrelsom e brothers and m ediate between them . She had also to live with her insane sister-in-law and her daughter, Radhu,
who too was crazy. She had to put up with the
idiosyncrasies ofher nieces, Naliniand M aku.
M oreover, m any com pletely unknown persons cam e to her seeking spiritual m inistration. To cater to their spiritual needs as well as
to their physical com forts was reallyan uphill
task. Her m otherly affection never refused to
satisfy those dem ands. Even neighbours and
villagers turned to her in their weal and woe.
She never turned them awaywithout show ering love on them or without show ing hospitality to them . In this way, we get an abundance
ofconcrete exam ples ofspiritualityin practice
in her life.
Love,theKeynote
HolyM other is herselfa fountain oflove.
She always treated everyone with utm ost love.
Her love transcended all barriers ofcaste, colour and creed. She taught, ‘Learn to m ake the
world your own. No one is a stranger, m y
child, the whole world is your own.’ Again she
said, ‘Love alone is the essential thing.’ She
once told a little child, ‘There is no place ofdem and in the realm oflove. Ifyou m ake dem ands, you will love m ore those who give you
m ore and less those who give you less. So your
love will not be the sam e for all.’
Swam iAbhayananda recalled one incident about her m otherly affection. In spite of
the rheum aticpain in her legs, one m orning
she was found going to som ebody’s hom e
with a bowl to fetch m ilk because her devotee-sons from Calcutta had the habit oftaking
PB - APRIL2005
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tea in the m orning. This is one ofthe innum erable instances when people experienced her
m otherly affection.
Sam e-sightedness
M other’s infinite love is beyond all lim itations. Broad as the sky and deep as the
ocean, her heart was open to the oppressed
and the persecuted, the untouchable and the
outcaste, the virtuous and the vicious. Her
boundless love for Am j
ad, a M uslim labourer,
bears an eloquent testim onyto this fact. When
Nalinirefused to serve him food, she volunteered to do it, saying, ‘Am j
ad is as m uch m y
child as Sharat (Swam iSaradananda).’ Later
on, Swam iNirvedananda rem arked that her
reading ofboth was from an unm istakablysuperhum an standpoint.
Reverencefor Lifeand Things
Holy M other used to pay due regard to
all life and things. According to her, all life is
sacred. So she never treated anyobj
ect ofdaily
use with contem pt and disregard. She rem inded
others ofthe sanctityofeven inanim ate obj
ects
and insignificant things, like a broom , for
exam ple. She said, ‘You m ust give each one his
share ofhonour. Even the sm allest workm ust
be done with reverence.’
W ork IsW orship
M other used to say, ‘The purpose of
one’s life is fulfilled only when one is able to
give j
oy to another.’ With this belief, she assisted her m other in the kitchen. She cut grass
for the cows standing in the neck-deep water.
She would carry tiffin to the day-labourers in
the paddy field. When her locality was in the
grip ofa fam ine, she served the hungry with
m eals prepared from her father’s stockofrice.
At Jayram batishe looked after the com fort of
the devotees, worshipped with her own hands
and distributed prasad without anybody’s
help. Once during her visit to a widow hom e
m anaged bythe Ram akrishna M ission in Varanasi,she rem arked, ‘Byserving these helpless
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type ofsin has been left undone by them . But
when they com e here and address m e as
M other, I forget everything and theyget m ore
than they deserve.’
Spiritual Practice
Swam ij
ionce dism issed a servant for stealM other led the life ofa sincere aspirant ing m oney. But when the servant m et her and
for God-realization. She rem arked, ‘It is good explained his m iserable condition with tears
to be active.’ So she practised regularly her in his eyes, M other sternlytold Swam iPrem ai
prayer, j
apa, m editation and spiritual disci- nanda to take him back . Ofcourse, Swam ij
plines as the M aster had instructed her to do. did rem onstrate, seeing the servant com e back
Everydayshe woke upat three in the m orning to the M ath. But when he heard that it was
reciting the nam es ofdeities. The first thing M other’s order, he accepted the servant withshe did was have a look at the M aster’s (Sri out protest.
Ram akrishna’s) picture. After her ablutions,
she roused the M aster and then sat for j
apa. Renunciation
Vedanta declares that renunciation ofcarShe also did j
apa in the afternoon, in the evening and even late in the night. Thus her life nal desires and service to others as one’s own
selfare adm irable recipes for cleansing the
serves as a m odel ofVedanticpractice.
Her spiritual life was natural, without any m ind, inasm uch as these lead to gradual
outward display ofecstasy, trance or em o- self-effacem ent, the sine qua non ofspiritual
tional outbursts. But her intim ates saw her lost progress. Holy M other’s life was an exam ple
in various exalted m oods at Dakshineswar, oftrue renunciation, though outwardly she
lived as a householder. She was neither entanVrindaban and other places.
gled in anything ofthe world nor attached to
Com passion and Hum an Concern
anything. Thus, she inspired young seekers
Holy M other was an ocean ofcom pas- with the ideal ofrenunciation. In her opinion,
sion. Whenever she heard about anybody’s one should start practising renunciation from
sorrows and afflictions, her heart bled. Once the days ofyouth. He who is able to renounce
she initiated a Parsiyoung m an in spite ofher all for God’s sake is a living God.
Once SriRam akrishna perm itted her to
serious illness. She could hardly refuse anyone who cam e to seek her blessings. She initi- share his bed at Dakshineswar. During one
ated m any people into spiritual life, not only such intim ate m om ent the M aster, in order to
in the form al atm osphere ofher shrine room , exam ine her, asked, ‘Well, m ydear, have you
but also from her sick bed, on roads and rail- com e to drag m e down to the worldly level?’
way platform s, in m eadows and under trees. Pat cam e M other’s reply ‘No. Why should I
One dayshe said to a disciple, ‘He is unfortu- drag you to worldlyways?I have com e to help
nate, indeed, who does not feel m y com pas- you in your chosen path.’
sion. I do not know anyone, not even an insect,
No Fault-finding
for whom I do not feel com passion.’
old wom en, one serves God Him self.’ All these
highlight her unswerving faith in the dictum
‘Service to hum anity is service to God.’

Holy M other was an em bodim ent of
m agnanim ity. She never found fault with anybody. M oreover, she could not hurt others by
her thought, word or deed. She even prayed
ferventlyto God that she m ight not notice others’ shortcom ings. She said, ‘To err is hum an.
Do not look for faults in others or your own

M ercy and Forgiveness
We cannot escape the eyes ofsocietyifwe
com m it any m istake or do any wrong. But
Holy M other was all m ercy and forgiveness.
She once said, ‘M ychild, several am ong those
who com e here are up to anything in life. No
31
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eyes will becom e faulty.’ An unchaste wom an
used to visit M other. Som e ofthe respectable
ladies did not approve ofher com ing. In reply,
M other said, ‘Her devotion is real, wholehearted and sincere. So she is always welcom e.’
A certain class ofim m oral wom en happened
to visited M other. A m onkraised strong obj
ection to their visit. M other replied, ‘Ifthey are
prevented from com ing here, I will leave the
place.’ Once she rem arked, ‘The m ind is everything. It is in the m ind that one feels pure
and im pure. A m an first m akes his own m ind
guiltyand then sees another’s faults. So do not
find fault with others.’

hum ble devotee ofSriRam akrishna. In spite
ofbeing the Great Goddess, she did not m ind
plastering the house with cow dung, scouring
utensils, winnow ing rice and clearing the leavings ofthe devotees after their m eals. She undertook all these household chores, and this
can be treated as a lesson for householders.
Draw ing their attention to the m agnanim ityof
her life, Swam iPrem ananda once told Swam i
Keshavananda and other devotees, ‘What infinite endurance, lim itless m ercyand absolute
absence ofegotism !’

Patienceand Forbearance

Vedanta insists on the unreality ofthe
world and illusoriness of hum an relationships. But Holy M other always em phasized
the necessity of m aking people one’s own.
Vedanta has a higher m eaning em bedded in
neti, neti (not this, not this);and that is the affirm ative iti, iti. Instead ofsaying this world is unreal, Holy M other stressed that the whole
world belonged to oneselfand that there were
no strangers. This ‘m aking the world one’s
own’—the positive Vedanta—was the special
m ission ofHolyM other’s life. It was again her
‘M otherhood ofGod’. She saw not the external
m an, but the God within. Therefore, her
Vedanta is so virile and her samadarshana so
flaw less.
Holy M other had her share ofgrief, m iseryand torm ent, which she never tried to shy
away from . She was always unm indful ofthe
storm and turbulence all around. Am idst this,
her ‘own-m aking’, with its sweet sim plicity
and spiritual profundity, shines gloriously as
a hallm arkofpractical Vedanta.

TheM ain M elody:
M aking EveryoneOne’sOwn

Holy M other’ days spent at the nahabat,
where she stayed for m any years at different
tim es, were days ofreal discom fort. She had to
m ove into that rather incom m odious room because the M aster’s frequent ecstasies were disturbing her sleep. She said, ‘When I was at the
nahabat for serving the M aster, in what discom fort I had to live in that sm all room .’
Cooking, eating and sleeping—why, everything was carried on in that sm all room ;but
she never grum bled, nor was she worried. On
the contrary, she would often forget herselfin
j
oy in speaking ofthose years:‘How happy I
was then!’ she would say again and again.
On forbearance she once said, ‘M y son,
forbearance is a great virtue, there is no other
like it.’
AbsenceofEgotism
Though a good num ber ofdevotees paid
respectful hom age to Holy M other, she never
lost her usual poise and ever rem ained the



T

o me her life is one of intense encouragement— gathering all of us under her sheltering and
understanding life, creating new precedents as new needs arise— self-reliant, direct, wise!
O h, what an example each of us can make of H er! She created new precedents, so must we— not
H ers— but our own! In no other way can the world’s problems be solved.
—Josephine MacLeod, Reminiscences of Sri Sarada D evi, 145
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Individual Being and the Universal Being
SW AM I PITAM BARANANDA
an indiscreet m atrixcalled prakriti.
· This indiscreet prakriti functions in the
presence ofthe purushas and evolves into the
world. Its purpose is to give experiences (enj
oym ent) to the purushas and then to release
them into a state ofkaivalyaor moksha.
Kaivalyaor moksham eans conscious dissociation from prakriti. M an is miserable because
ofhis wrong identification with the evolutes
ofprakriti from gross m atter up to buddhi (the
faculty ofintelligence). So mokshaconsists in
conscious dissociation from prakriti—leaving
it to work for others. Such an individual (the
mukta) is free from the possibility ofm isery.
The Sankhyas do not know whether there is
anything called ananda, or bliss, apart from release from the possibilityofduhkha, or sorrow.
There is no real God in the Sankhya philosophy. Theysay, ‘IfGod is perfect whyshould
He create this universe?IfGod is im perfect He
cannot create it.’ Theyaccept a ruler god, om niscient and om nipotent for all tim e—that individual, who, instead ofenj
oying his separation from prakriti, identifies him self with
TheSankhyaPhilosophy
prakriti in its entirety rather than with its indiThere are persons who are selfi
sh, who have vidualized evolutes. So he gets the power to diexperienced life in the world as full ofm isery, rect the affairs ofthe world.
So the Sankhyas do not get stuckwith the
who believe in rational intelligence and follow
the m ethods ofobservation and generalization five organs like the scientists, but are confoundas in science. The difference is that science does ed by the buddhi which results in this purushanot go beyond data collected and verified bythe prakriti separation. Theysay, ‘The purushahas
five senses;while these Sankhya philosophers no sukha-duhkha(happiness or m isery)’, and
undertake subtler generalizations based on the yet theyposit the difference in individual persubtle truths perceived by yogic m ethods of ception ofsukha-duhkha as proofofthe exisconcentration. Their ultim ate conclusions are: tence of(an infinite num ber of) different puru· There are two eternal existential catego- shas! This m eans that they are not able to rem ove the ‘m y’ factor from consciousness.
ries—consciousness and m atter.
· There are innum erable ‘consciousVedanticRishisand Their Realization
nesses’ (conscious entities) called purushas.
hi
le readi
ng SriShankaracharya’s com m entary on the M andukyaUpanishad
(verse 3), we com e across the follow ing observation:‘Otherwise, the indwelling Self,
as circum scribed byone’s own body, will alone
be perceived, as It is bythe Sankhyas and others;
and in that case the specificstatem ent, m ade by
the Upanishads, that It is non-dual will have no
distinctiveness, for there will be no difference
from the philosophies ofthe Sankhyas and others. But as a m atter offact, itis desirable to find
all the Upanishads in accord in propounding
the unity ofall the selves.’
On reading this, a sadhaka who had no
knowledge about Sankhya, asked for an elaboration in sim ple, spiritual language. The
question is very fundam ental and it needs to
be dwelt upon in som e detail. We shall discuss
it from various angles under three headings:
(1) The Sankhya attitude;
(2) Vedanticrishis and their realization;
(3) The necessarycorresponding attitude
ofa true sadhaka.

W

The Vedanticrishis do not uphold indi-

· All m atter, gross and subtle, is unified in
33
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vidualism , nor are theyafraid ofm iseryas they
well know that bliss is their verynature. Their
findings include the follow ing:
· The ultim ate Realityis one without a second.
· It is of the nature of unbroken Existence-Consciousness-Bliss.
· It m anifests in infinite form s.
· These form s hide the absolute Existence-Consciousness-Bliss nature of Reality
and onlythen do we call these form s ‘m atter’.
· While appearing in m anifold form s it
creates or proj
ects, or rather appears, as an instrum ent called m ind (that includes buddhi),
which has the propertyofillusorilysplitting all
form s into subj
ective and obj
ective categories.
The individual souls (purushas) appear different only because of consciousness being
wronglyidentified with individualized subj
ective parts ofm atter, which identification has
no basis in Reality. IfI am searching for ‘m yreality’, I cannot reach the ultim ate Realityunless
everything that is ‘m y’ is dropped.
· Bliss is our nature. It is identical with
Consciousness, which has nothing to do with
anyform . As soon as itappears to be identified
with a particularized form , the bliss is covered
and the unreal, apparent subj
ect-obj
ect split
produces perpetual tension. This is because
whether we posses an obj
ect or dissociate from
it, we and the obj
ect are separate and this separation between apparent subj
ects and apparent obj
ects produces eternal tension. Tension
ceases onlywhen there is no split. This can be
achieved neither by denying obj
ects nor by
em bracing them , because this does not rem ove the split.
· M oksha, or perfection, consists in the realization that:
a) There is no ‘m atter’, everything is but the
continually changing form s of Reality, One
without a second.
b) The split between subj
ect and obj
ect is
not real, and hence there is no split in Consciousness. Even the split in m atter (form s of
consciousness) is caused bythe m ind, which is
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itselfan appearance ofReality.
c) The sam e God, sat-chit-ananda, appears
as I, you, he, she, it—obj
ects and subj
ects in
this world. All appearances are illusory as
God has not changed at all, and in realityGod is
beyond all form s;hence no split is possible in
Existence-Consciousness-Bliss.
d) This God is appearing as ‘I’ and the
‘world’, but in mokshaIt shows Itselfas without split, without form , as in SriRam akrishna’s
nirvikalpa sam adhi.This is infinite Existence, infinite Consciousness, infinite Bliss, the One
without a second. This is the source ofthe feeling ofan unchanging Atm an in us, this is beyond m anifoldness, this is real and absolute
tranquility— all other tranquilities are reflections ofthis on different levels;this is the suprem e good and all bliss, this is non-dual.
· There is this God. He (or She) is perfect.
He has no m otive or purpose in creating the
world that gives us the im pression that He is
im perfect. It is His (or Her) nature to appear in
m yriad form s. In fact it is the RealityAbsolute
denoted by ‘It’, which, without any change,
without anysplit, appears as this phenom enal
existence. We then saythat there is a ‘power of
appearance’, and we identify this power as
fem inine;hence when ‘It’ appears as having a
power then It is term ed ‘He’ and the power
‘She’. Sant Jnaneshwar declares, ‘It is the essence ofall zeros (that is, when everything is reduced to zero, you really get to the Reality-at-the-back, which is It);but this power (to
appear as the m anifold) is conceptualized as a
fem inine entity, which m akes this ‘It’ appear
as ‘He’ and who Herselfappears as power due
to His m ere presence.
· We are all one, or rather non-different, in
this God.
Necessary Corresponding Attitudeof
aTrueSadhaka
In the beginning the sadhaka feels as follows:
· I am im perfect—incom plete like a fraction. I have a subj
ect-obj
ect polarity. God is
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perfect. He is the partless whole. He, or rather
‘It’, is beyond all polarity, beyond all split.
Such a God or Brahm an is m yAtm an. Unless I
realize It fully in m y being, in m y consciousness, and in m y life, I can never be at peace.
· God, who is sat-chit-ananda, is all-pervading. The ‘all’ as such is the continually
changing, evanescent realm ofform s. This includes all the parts and phases ofm ypersonality. The feeling ofsom ething real, som ething
continuous is only due to His all-pervasiveness. How can I realize this God, who is m y
own realityand also the one Realityofthe entire ever-changing universe?
· All the problem s ofm ylife will be autom atically solved when I realize God, who is
m ySelfand also the Realityofall phenom ena,
and who is ever beyond all m anifoldness or
differences, beyond any subj
ect-obj
ect split.
· I do not want anything ofthis world;I do
not want to be attached to anypart or phase of
m y so-called personality. I want m y Reality;
only the Reality, the One without a second.
For such a sadhaka, hindrances due to
m aya in the form ofhidden wrong attitudes
and the like, are rem oved by the love for the
Absolute Reality—whose real nature is revealed
in the rishi-vakyas (scriptures) and which Itself
is God, ishta, and guru—because that is m uch
m ore pow erful (by virtue of the power of
Truth) than the com bined power ofall form s
ofm aya, internal or as obj
ects ofthe world.
The true sadhaka is taught to think and
feel thus:‘This body, m ind, and the rest, are
not m ine, the experiencer in m e is not “I”, but
everything belongs to the Reality, the Reality
is the experiencer, the experienced and also
the fact ofexperience.’
In the light ofthe Vedantic truth as revealed by the rishis described above, it is
abundantlyclear that It is the Absolute Reality
itselfwhich is appearing as the sadhaka in one
ofthe illusory form s. As the form is illusory
and as the Realityis covered, the sadhaka feels
all parts and phases ofhis personality to be
real and belonging to him self,and also the ob35
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j
ects ofthe world ofinnum erable types—anim ate, inanim ate, m en, wom en, and the like—all
to be separatelyreal, and the subj
ect-obj
ect dichotom y created by the m ind also to be real.
But by the m ysterious ‘lila’ ofthe Reality, the
sadhaka com es across a person (or persons) in
actual life whom he at once recognizes as representing the Truth, their life as the true perfect life, and feels drawn to them . He feels ‘He
or It is m y only support, I am supported by It
alone and so is the whole world’;or ‘I belong to
Him and so does the world, and He belongs to
m e’;or ‘There is neither world nor “I”, it is all
He and He alone.’ This starts a process oftranscendental illum ination ofall parts and phases
ofthe personality, transcendental illum ination
ofthe entire phenom enon called the world,
and transcendental illum ination ofthe illusorysubj
ect-obj
ect duality. But the sadhaka is
still a sadhaka;the Realityis not yet m anifested
in him . The covering or hiding power called
m aya functions in him in different ways. (One
ofthe ways ofthis functioning ofm aya is the
Sankhya tendency to perpetuate individualism and dependence on buddhi. There are various other ways in which m aya shows itselfin
the sadhaka’s m ind.)
But in the true sadhaka’s life the ultim ate
authorities are the rishi-vakyas(as explained
by the great acharyas), the incarnations, and
the guru. Through love for these authorities
and detachm ent from everything else, including all obj
ects and persons and all parts and
phases of his own personality—with the
knowledge that they are all illusory appearances ofthe Reality—the sadhaka rises higher
and higher, crossing all hindrances in his m ind
and outside. Depending on the power ofthese
authorities which is constantly pulling him
higher and higher, and on their words ofadvice, the sadhaka goes on revising his own
thinking, feeling and willing. He keeps on absorbing the illum ination playing in the form of
these authorities till he him selffinally com es
to the full realization ofBrahm an, the One
without a second.
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DR SAIBAL G UPTA
have chosen this title ‘Science in Religion’
because the two entities are no longer in opposition today, and I want to discuss that as
best as I can. This closeness has an im portant
bearing on the hum an personalityin this new
century, irrespective of religious, professional, cultural and intellectual inclinations
and achievem ents. I am neither a m onk nor a
pure scientist. But this knowledge will have
significance for hum anity ifordinary people
like m e understand som e ofit at their level.
M y passport ofm edicine allowed m e to
travel, live and m ixwith the com m on people
in m any countries. What struck m e m ost was
the essential goodness ofhum anity and that
the m anifestation ofgoodness was considered
godliness in every culture. There was, of
course, eviltoo, but this evilwas always trying
to j
ustify itself, thereby m aking it a quality of
goodness—less goodness or absence ofgoodness. Goodness never needed to j
ustify itself.
Why should there be goodness in hum anity
unless it felt that goodness in the universe
around, even when m aterial circum stances
were hostile to life?

search went on in the extrem e north ofIndia
and adj
oining Central Asia thousands ofyears
ago. They found that som e people pondering
over all this and im m ersed in contem plation
developed m ental capacities beyond that of
ordinary m en. They seem ed to have gone beyond the lim itations oftim e and space im posed on the im agination and intelligence of
m an. There was no apparent rationalityin this
and no route chart. These people, albeit few,
seem ed to have risen to a level ofconsciousness beyond the level ofhum an intelligence
and hum an m isery. This was called God-perception. The character attributes and personalities ofthese individuals were described and
they were found to be the sam e in every religion. Som e few ofthem did com e down to our
level and preach the essence oftheir perception, but m any did not.
Philosophyin its widest etymological sense
m eans ‘love ofknowledge’. It tries to know
things that im m ediatelyand rem otelyconcern
m an and his environm ent. In that sense science is also a philosophyand actuallyrose out
ofit in both the East and in the West. In the
west different lines ofenquirybranched out to
TheOriginsofReligion and Science
pursue different developm ents but in India reReligion or God-perception in som e form ligion, philosophy, science, psychology and
is as old as hum anity. The reason for this does ethics were all m ingled together in a com posnot lie in hum an inability to explain the natu- ite world view and their individual developral phenom ena ofthe m aterial world, as scien- m ent was pursued within this com posite
tificm aterialism would want us to believe, but whole.
This fragm entation ofknowledge in the
in the greatest natural phenom enon ofhis own
self. Hum ans therefore becam e curious about West has given rise to a fragm entation ofpertheir own origin, about the origin ofthe uni- sonality ofthe individual even though there
verse—which included all living and non-liv- has been great developm ent within individual
ing obj
ects—and their inter-relationship. They branches. This fragm entation has worried m any
wanted to discover the rationale behind all thinkers in m odern tim es from C P Snow (The
ofCapra (The Tao ofPhysthis, som ething real and unchanging beyond Two Cultures) to Fritj
the apparent chaos. The m ost intense rational ics) and m any others, and there has been a

I
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tion and a route chart. Rationality has m any
aspects but basicallyit is a m atter ofthe interrelationship between the self, the soul or the
conscious entity, and the external m aterial
world. I see, I sm ell, I taste, I hear, I touch—
therefore it is there. I perceive, I reason, I infer—and thereby I know. All this is perfectly
logical. But who is this ‘I’?All sensations, all
TheEm irical Validity of
reasoning and all inferences are subj
ect to
ReligiousExperience
change like the external m aterial world, but
All m odern religions rose on the back- the ‘I’ is always there. We can take recourse to
ground ofGod-perception. To quote Swam i intuition as in m athem atics, the instrum ent of
Vivekananda:‘Thus it is clear that all the reli- science, as suggested byTheaetetus in the Plagions ofthe world have been built upon that tonicdialogues. Does the ‘I’ work there too?
one universal and adam antine foundation of As Sir Roger Penrose, the fam ous m athem atiall our knowledge—direct experience. The cian and physicist ofour tim es, has written,
teachers all saw God;they all saw their own ‘the argum ents from Godel’s theorem serve to
souls, they saw their future, they saw their illustrate the deeply m ysterious nature ofour
ust
eternity, and what they saw they preached.’1 m athem atical perceptions. We do not j
But the problem ofm ankind is how to keepon “calculate”, in order to form these percepbelieving the teachings ofone m an, though he tions, but som ething else is profoundly inm ight have had the direct experience and volved—som ething that would be im possible
based his teachings on the language and cul- without the very conscious awareness that is,
ture ofhis tim es, unless there is access to the after all, what the world ofperceptions is all
fountainhead ofthat knowledge and experi- about.’2
This line taken from his book Shadowsof
ence;for all words becom e stale with tim e.
M oreover, ifthe route ofaccess is not rational the M ind can verywell be a line from one ofthe
and charted out, how can m an, through thou- Upanishads. Baruch Spinoza, the seventeenthsands ofyears, follow and verifythose experi- centuryJew ish philosopher from Am sterdam ,
ences and translate them into his life in a said that every individual is an expression of
som ething infinitely bigger. M an should see
changing culture?
Swam iVivekananda has given an em - him selfin the background ofthis eternity in
phaticanswer to the first problem :‘Ifthere has order to achieve true happiness and contents our passi
ons—lust and am bi
ti
on—that
been one experience in the world in anypartic- ment. It i
ular branch ofknowledge, it absolutely fol- prevent us from achieving this happiness. A
lows that that experience has been possible Vedantist would say that when you get rid of
m illions oftim es before, and will be repeated those, what rem ains is God, the God in you,
eternally. Uniform ityis the rigorous law ofna- the sam e as the God ofthe universe. Einstein
ture;what once happened can happen always.’ has written that he cannot believe in a per(1.127) In India the belief has always been sonal God creating the world and handing out
strong that the way is always open for the rewards and retribution, but can believe in
seeker to this, the highest attainm ent oflife, Spinoza’s God. But all these can be discounted
ecand it is open not onlyto the high intellectuals and have been discounted as personal, subj
ofscience, arts, m usicand philosophy but to tive opinions of undisputedly great people
that have not been proved obj
ectively. There is
every hum an being in this world.
The next problem is a rational explana- no route chart to go to places they are talking
search for an integrated universal personality
in recent tim es. Is such integration rational
and conducive to continued intellectual developm ent or against it?Since Indian philosophy
and religion has traditionallytaken an integral
approach itwill be pertinent to j
udge the question against this background.
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valid testim ony. In Swam i Vivekananda’s
words:‘In acquiring knowledge we m ake use
ofgeneralizations, and generalization is based
upon observation. We first observe facts, then
TheM eansto Knowledge
generalize, and then draw conclusions or prinThere are definite ways for obtaining ciples. The knowledge ofthe m ind, ofthe inknow ledge about the Truth:one byhaving di- ternal nature ofm an, ofthought, can never be
rect perception of the Truth, called tattva- had untilwe have first the power ofobserving
sákøátkára;another through rational analysis the facts that are going on within.’3
A scientist will obj
ect that no knowledge
ofthe nature ofTruth. The knowledge gained
bydirect vision ofTruth or Truth-revelation is can be verified without experim ental proof.
looked upon as superior to all other m eans, The entire Sankhya doctrine is based on experand also infallible. The Vedicseers had direct im entation with the m ind. This experim entavision ofTruth, which theyarticulated in words tion is done through different system s ofYoga,
to conveyto those who could not have that vi- and one needs a teacher to instruct which syssion. Theyare called Shruti,because theyhave tem ofYoga will be appropriate for each indibeen passed from teachers to students through vidual, and to guide him or her through the
oral instructions. The Shrutis ofIndian philos- experiences obtained therefrom . The three
ophyrem ain unaltered and suprem e whereas gunas posited by the Sankhya system through
Sm ritis are later works putting forth new in- whose im balance and interactions the unias and
terpretations in different ages. But discursive verse com es into existence are sattva, raj
thought can also go very far and is im portant tam as. It is difficult to translate these term s
as a starting point for people like us. All Indian into English but, roughly speaking, steadiphilosophies are religious philosophies and ness, expansion and contraction or indifferthey do not constitute a m onolithic system . ence, or m aybe sublim ation, activity and retUnlike Western philosophy these have not rogression in different spheres are reasonable
em erged successively from the works ofdif- equivalents. From this im balance com e the
ferent authors;they developed alm ost sim ul- five organs ofperception, the five organs ofaction and the five elem ents that constitute the
taneouslyas different schools since antiquity.
m aterial universe by a m echanism ofinteracTheScientificFram ework of
tion between energy (as wave m otion) and
Sankhyaand Vedanta
m atter .
The Vedanta philosophyis the closest apThere is not enough space to go into the
different philosophies in detail. But since this proxim ation to the perception ofthe unitary
discussion is on ‘Science in Religion’ or the re- non-dual universe obtained by the sages, and
lationship ofobj
ectively derived facts ofthe is accepted as the suprem e philosophy. It acm aterial world and the soul and psyche, it is cepts the structure of Sankhya with som e
pertinent to m ention the philosophy ofSan- m odification to account for the presence ofthe
khya that starts from its theory of cosm o- soul in the m aterial world. Thus, in Vedanta,
genesis and works downwards to the atom ic the equivalent ofthe conscious entity, Purulevel to prove that the entire cosm os is a single sha, is Brahm an and ofthe m aterial Prakriti,
integrated whole. Other philosophies m odify Shakti.But together theyconstitute a single rethese principles here and there but are basi- ality—Brahm an being inert and Shaktiits accallyfounded on this solid bedrockofreason. tive m anifestation. A seeker can see them as a
The Sankhya epistem ologyaccepts three m eans single entity(non-dualism or Advaita), a dual
to valid knowledge:perception, inference and entity (dualism or Dvaita) or as dual entities
about and verify their statem ents. In Indian
philosophy these routes were found and recorded.
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that are essentially sim ilar (qualified non-dualism or Vishishtadvaita). This initial undivided reality, or—to use a term from the general theory ofrelativity—singularity, divides
and subdivides to m anifest the universe in
which all its constituents have a little bit of
Brahm an, or the conscious Principle, and the
m aterial ofShakti,that acts as m aya, or a veil
ofillusion to cover the conscious Principle.
Thus even the sm allest subatom icparticle can
be said to have a m inute presence ofthe conscious Principle—a concept that science
would have laughed at even two decades
back, but is not likely to do now. This is how
the universe, from the sm allest subatom icparticle to the galaxies as also the life and the hum an m ind contained therein, com es into being. This theory was propounded long before
the Big Bang theoryofGeorge Gam ow. It also
suggests that the expanding universe will contract at the lim it ofexpansion bringing about
its eventual dissolution, but that the seeds will
rem ain in Shakti, and that these will eventually recreate the universe.
The sequence ofm anifestation posited
byVedanta is slightlyat variance from that of
the Sankhyas. In the m anifestation ofthe m aterial world prana, or the actualizing force, and
akasha, or space, appear first. In the interaction
of these two, great energy is generated, and
this leads to the production of air, water and
other material elements, and through this interaction of energy and matter creation continues. Energy and matter vibrate and interact in
the form of the three gunas, the entire universe
being a mass of vibrations and wave motions
with different levels of energy alternating between construction and destruction. Two parallel concepts from modern physics and cosmology come to mind: the remarkable insights provided by high-energy physics about
the first three minutes in the life of the manifest universe following the Big Bang (described elegantly in The First Three Minutes, a
book written by Steven Weinberg), and the
String Theory of the universe.
39
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The Advaita and Dvaita Experiences
Let us examine the meaning and implication of this Advaita, Qualified Advaita and
Dvaita not only in the domain of religion, religious thinking, and cosmology but also in the
domain of positive psychology and action.
With Advaita perception an individual sees
himself one with God and therefore one with
the universe. This position is not compatible
with survival as he sees everything and everybody as a part of himself and so cannot act.
Those that continue to live, do so in Qualified
Advaita or even Dvaita. But they keep the
awareness of the universality of non-dualism
and can bring great benefit to mankind. Sri
Ramakrishna used to say to his disciples, ‘Tie
Advaita to the corner of your cloth and keep
on working.’ This Advaitic perception then
determines one’s behaviour and action. Such
individuals cannot do anything except that
which is for the greater benefit of all, since they
have a vision beyond their own individual
self. A politician becomes a rajarshi or ‘the philosopher king’ of Plato. Through his actions he
works for the benefit of mankind, since he sees
the image of divinity in everything.
Sri Ramakrishna instructed most of his
disciples in Qualified Advaita. He instructed
the devotees in Qualified Advaita or Dvaita.
Dvaita is the path of devotion to a personal
God. If the devotee progresses mentally towards his personal image of God through
love, devotion and renunciation, he ultimately
realizes his unity with the Godhead, the
Advaita state. Very often the devotee wants to
stay in the dualistic stage in love for his image
of God because this is a very sweet and fulfilling existence. In relation to the material world
most of us are dualists, for we see ourselves as
separate from the world around us. Therefore,
for most of us, when we turn to God, dualistic
appreciation of a personal God comes naturally. Devotion to Him is comforting and fulfilling, and it alters drastically our relation to
the external world. Without that transformation our life remains fragmented, particularly
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pointed out by Julian Huxley (Evolution in Action, 1953) fifty years back;and that evolutionary process is still active and manifest in the
psychosocial evolution of man. From the point
of view of comparative anatomy there are two
organs wherein evolution has been almost linear, whereas in the evolution of other body
parts there has been progression and regression;some parts have even become atavistic.
The frontal and fronto-parietal segments of
the brain, have developed in an almost linear
fashion from the primitive brain, even sacrificing the dominance of some of the somatic segments like the olfactory and optic centres. This
development of the ‘mind brain’ has been paralleled by the development of the heart from a
one-chambered to two-, three-, and finally a
four-chambered organ. This structural development has led to a functional improvement
in the heart’s capacity to supply larger volumes of better oxygenated blood to the brain.
To ensure an adequate blood supply to this
more specialized heart an independent coronary circulation evolved as a later development;but it is this specificity of the coronary
circulation that has made us vulnerable to
heart attacks. M an is less efficient than many
forms of primitive life in terms of survival and
reproduction, if that is the aim of evolution.
Environment is the causative agent of evolution but man can now control his environment. A higher consciousness also affects the
sexual and reproductive behaviour of man divesting it of its natural periodicity and giving
man a greater responsibility.
Can we not conclude from all this that
evolution has so far been in the direction of
higher consciousness which can then take
charge of its own evolution, thus giving man a
greater responsibility for his own destiny?
There are contrary viewpoints, but evolutionary biology has already become a philosophy
of human behaviour.
Let us now turn to the fundamentals of
biology— the discovery of the structure of DNA
through X-ray crystallography. The entire ge-

when we try to intellectually interpret the external world and put our ego before everything else. But ultimately, both reason and devotion need to merge, or else the seeker is
likely to be deflected into the wrong paths of
bigotry, idolatry, self-hypnotism, miraclemongering, fundamentalism or mass hysteria.
The West habitually describes the Eastern religious experiences as mystical, as if they
were something mysterious and otherworldly.
Nothing can be far from the truth. God is real
and so are the ways to reach Him according to
one’s psychological make-up. Renunciation is
absolute only for the final perception of
Advaita. For everything else renunciation is
relative, primarily mental, and must flow naturally in the course of things. A flower loses its
beautiful petals on fruition and nobody
mourns it. But tearing down the petals can
never bring it to fruition. In contemporary
Western philosophy a lot is said about the integrated universal outlook and personality
but even there some term this spirituality as
mystical. Spirituality defines not only an individual’s relationship with God, but also with
the entire material world. There is enough evidence to show that all of this corroborates the
postulates of the physical sciences and gels
with scientific culture.
The Evolution ofLife and Consciousness
In contrast to physics, the biological sciences have remained conservative regarding
the origin of life in the universe. Biology is
mainly occupied with genomic research and
biotechnology. On the origin of life most biologists still believe that it has no purpose, that it
had a chance or accidental beginning, and that
the Darwinian evolution then took over. They
refuse to accept life as an integral part of the
universe as this will allow the unwanted entry
of a Deity.
If we look at biology from the evolutionary point of view we shall find a continuous
acceleration in the process of evolution, as was
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subatomic particle, a gene, a note of music, a
person we love— seeing the Eternal through
our object of reverence and love. It is our mind
that makes the world we live in. It is said that
pure knowledge and pure devotion merge in
the end, a state I can only talk about but do not
yet know. Let us imagine that all of us realize
that, and then look at the world to find it become heaven, not out there but right here. This
is the aim of human life. Even a minuscule
drink of this nectar of bliss that has been kept
in this world for us makes us see the futility of
the material things we chase all our lives.
I first heard Swami Ranganathananda,
the present President of the Ramakrishna M ission, as a sixteen-year-old honours student of
pure physiology. He told us that in scientific
research one has to reject one’s pet theories
and ideas when they are proven wrong by
new facts, and not mourn their loss. If you remain attached to them you do not progress.
The ability to do that, to proceed from untruth
to truth, giving up one’s attachments, is renunciation, or vairagya, without which there
is never any progress either in science or in religion.

nome research is based on that foundation.
But a crystal (even if it be a DNA crystal) is not
known to have life. Yet, curiously enough,
when a DNA crystal is implanted inside a cell it
replicates. Such behaviour is actually found in
viral DNA and RNA. So what is life? If we say it
is DNA or the cell body, that would be tantamount to saying that the copper or iron rod or
the acid in a battery is the electricity. In fact
Luigi Galvani discovered electricity by observing the twitching of a frog muscle. It may
be that life or consciousness is an energy that is
manifested by this chemical reaction that we
call a cell or a body, as is the case with heat or
electricity;after all, life also produces heat and
electricity. Our nuclear power stations are far
from the days of Galvani but in our understanding of life energy we are still in the days
of Galvani. The simile can be extended further
because although none of the constituents of a
battery is electricity in itself, the latter inheres
in all of them in un-manifested ionic form.
Conclusion
The determinism of the external world is
not affected if the divinity is intrinsic to every
particle in the universe and in every living being, for then one need not invoke divine causality but only observe a rational manifestation intimately connected with our consciousness. If our consciousness rises to that level we
shall feel it;if not, let us be conscious of its
presence and pay our devotion in any way we
like— to a cross, a sickle moon, a shivalinga, a
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A

t present physics or the study of cosmology is raising questions of the origin of the universe in
which within the first few fractions of a second of the universe a tremendous evolution took
place in which there were originally neither particles nor space nor time nor anything else as we
know it. Then somehow it all developed. People take it for granted that during this whole process the laws of quantum mechanics were the same, though everything else changes. They
assume that even though quantum mechanics is supposed to refer to nothing but the results of
measurements, measurements would have been impossible without anything to measure.
—David Bohm, Dialogues with Scientists and Sages, 117
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DR SUM ITA ROY
he development of Indian philosophic
prose in English meant not only translation, which, of course, is always questionable, but also reinterpretation. In the writings of Raja Rammohun Roy, Dayananda Saraswati, Tilak and other key figures of the period,
concepts in Hindu philosophy were reinterpreted in terms of the existing cultural and social as well as political situations. Quite often
this was not just reinterpretation but some
kind of deconstruction, as for instance, in the
case of Tilak’s concept of karma yoga.

terested in language which is speculative and
abstract. For him action embodied in language
took precedence rather than language first defining his ideas.

T

Swadeshi and Swaraj
For instance, swadeshi did not mean for
him indigeneity or ethnic identity. It meant, as
he himself put it, ‘that spirit within us which
restricts us to the use and service of our immediate surroundings and the exclusion of the
more remote’.2
The words imply that this kind of description is not taken for granted but subjected
to constant revision necessitated by the exigencies of his experiments with truth. He declared, ‘If I find my religion to be defective I
should serve it by purging it of its defects.’3
Among the most crucial insights which
held the entire edifice of his thoughts is Hindswaraj. Obviously, the context in which he
used it meant wresting freedom from foreign
rule. But this does not exhaust the range of
meanings he included. For instance, a revival
of the home-spinning and -weaving and other
indigenous practices were also included.
Initially, as Vincent Sheean has shown,
this idea of first identifying the pragmatics of
what swaraj meant animated his consciousness until he could find confirmation for it and
‘a practical demonstration upon the most literal stage of human experience, that of economics’,4 specifically economics of the charkha. He never saw the spinning wheel even as
late as 1915;yet the irrepressible habit of translating every idea into the pragmatic correlatives never left him.
However, swaraj through charkha repre-

Gandhiji:The Pragm atism ofHis Ideas
In this landscape of giving new descriptions and definitions oriented to practical needs
of classical philosophical thought, Gandhiji
occupies a very important place. Though not a
sage like Swami Vivekananda or a scholar like
S Radhakrishnan, he is yet unique in making
his interpretations part of a pragmatic and
highly unpredictable political and social campaign. This uniqueness is a fine blend of theory and practice.
Thus Gandhiji tested his descriptions,
which are in very simple and lucid English, in
the arena of practice. As I C Sharma says:
Among contemporary thinkers of India the
name of M ahatma Gandhi will ever remain
high, not because of his philosophic acumen or
his depth of insight into the nature of ultimate
reality, but because of the simple and straightforward views he preached and practised without swerving from truth at every moment during his long career as a social reformer, a political leader, a saint, a true lover of humanity and
1
an apostle of peace and non-violence.

It thus appears that Gandhiji was not inPB - APRIL 2005
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Coming from a long tradition of Vaishnavism Gandhiji turned even the concept of
bhakti upside down. He freed it from emotive
sentimentalism and made it a complex culture
of thought, will and emotion. An integrated
personality is what bhakti in his references
meant. So the ritualistic excesses are effectively negated and the medieval idea is imbued with a contemporary context in which
even prayer is a precedent indispensable to
political action.
But the most significant and the most
pragmatic idea stemming from bhakti is satyagraha. As many analysts of Gandhiji have
shown, Gandhiji changed the idea from
sadagraha suggested by his cousin to satyagraha which ‘in a large group of related Indian
languages plainly says truth-force, the power
of the truth’.7 (Later it was translated into English as soul-force.)
Commenting on this Vincent Sheean
says, ‘If I may paraphrase the idea a little more
boldly than M r Gandhi himself ever did, it is
simply this: that in a sense what a man can do
is to declare his truth and die for it. This any
man can do;and there is no power on earth
that can prevent it.’ (Ibid.) He adds, ‘Innumerable others for centuries knew this truth but it
was Gandhi alone who knew the power latent
in that simple truth.’ (Ibid.)
It is interesting that like the modern
transpersonal psychologists Gandhiji gave
tremendous psychological thrust to what may
appear a theological faith. Recycling anger in
terms of the final aim of truth and one’s own
self as part of the cosmic system is what this
word meant for Gandhiji. Even if it is an essentially individualistic concept it has emerged as
a very important way of political resistance by
subjugated and marginalized groups. A typical example would be M artin Luther King,
who found in satyagraha great promise for his
oppressed race to assert its rights. He found it
a very important antidote against bigotry and
hate.

sented just an initial act through which the
achievement of economic, political and social
independence culminated in nothing less than
self-realization or self-mastery. If we take the
linguistic analysis, Gandhiji’s achievement in
this regard becomes obvious. Like the classical
system of sheaths, or koshas, ideas for him represented a vast spectrum of interrelated realizations. That the range of associated ideas got
constricted to merely political independence
and never extended themselves to human resource development is a tragedy which we are
witnessing today.
We can thus identify one of the features
of Gandhiji’s prose. We can call this the classical method of multiple levels of dhvani of an
insight all of which together constitutes a rich
complex of human experience. This becomes
evident in his formulation of what he called
truth. For him this word meant not a definitive
and permanently irrefutable fact but an insight constantly to be experimented with in
secular and spiritual arenas. He rightly called
his autobiography MyExperiments with Truth
and declared that realization of the Truth remained the constant frame of reference for all
the activities which he undertook.
Dharm a,Bhakti and Satyagraha
Gandhiji linked this with dharma and his
definition of dharma suggests, in his own
words, ‘a man … who wants to realize Truth
which is God’5 and truth is exemplified in
practical qualities of the psyche such as freedom ‘from anger and lust, greed and attachment, pride and fear’.6
Thus, even the extremely amoral political
scene which we witness today would for
Gandhiji never be exempt from the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth. One
can even risk saying that truth meant shruti
which has to take into account the exigencies
of smriti, the live existential situations. But one
should not assume that Gandhiji formulated
an endless relativism of truth. What he sought
was absolute Truth, which, in fact, is God.
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all his concepts have stemmed from not only
the anxiety to redefine but also the ability to
relate them in life to contexts of any variety.
This aspect of his prose needs very careful
analysis.

Ahim sa
Satyagraha without ahimsa is unthinkable. The one inevitably involves the other. In
fact, many have traced ahimsa in Gandhiji to
the Upanishadic idea of the all-pervading Self
which makes inflicting injury on another as, in
reality, inflicting of injury on oneself.
N G S Kani observes:
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Ahimsa as the central principle informing
Gandhian action, is derived from Atman which
is commonly shared by the adversaries and
combatants. Himsa results when this common
factor is veiled. To remove this veil which is a
source of contention, discord, ego-centredness
and exploitation, Gandhi used atmashakti (satyagraha) and fostered again the common factor
(Atman) which again unites the opponents in a
8
filial bond.

In short ahimsa and satyagraha are systems of
interdependence, each strengthening and verifying the other.
In analysing Gandhiji’s writings, therefore, we come up against the uniqueness that

A Clarification
In his speech on AwakeningIndia,His Excellency Dr A P JAbdul Kalam, President of India, cited Swami Vivekananda as telling M r JN Tata during their meeting aboard the ship sailing from Japan to Canada in 1893: ‘Whatever amount you spend to get steel, simultaneously
you should learn the metallurgical science of making steel also.’1 The presently available research findings on this encounter aboard the SSEmpress ofIndia provide information only about
Swamiji’s exhorting Tata to undertake indigenous production of matches instead of importing
them.2 The Tata ironworks, incidentally, were initiated only in 1901.
Dr Kalam also mentions that Swamiji made Dr JC Bose get a patent for his invention.3 In
fact, it was M rs Sara C Bull who ‘took Bose to America to get his invention patented and helped
him to write the application. The American patent has her name on it as well as his.’4 That Sara
Bull derived inspiration for all her efforts in India’s cause from Swamiji cannot, of course, be
gainsaid.
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Parabrahm a Upaniøad
TRANSLATED BY SW AM I ATM APRIYANANDA

bwbwGwKt fU;oÔgtrl
Duties ofa Seeker ofLiberation

mrNFk Jvlk f]UÀJt crn&mqºtk Àgsu=TcwÆt& >
g=Ghk vhk c{Ñ ;Àmqºtrbr; Ætthgu;T >>6>>
6. The wise (enlightened person) shall discard the external (sacred) thread, having shaved
the hair on the head along with the tuft. He shall put on as [sacred]thread the Supreme Brahman
that is immutable (indestructible).

vwlsoàbrlJ]úg:ø btuGôgtnrloNk ôbhu;T >
mqaltÀmqºtrbÀgwÿk mqºtk ltb vhk v=bT >>7>>
7. For cessation of rebirth (an aspirant) shall cultivate [ceaseless]recollection of (that is,
deep yearning for) liberation day and night.1 The [sacred]thread is so called because it is indicative [of liberation];the sétra2 verily constitutes the Supreme State.

;Àmqºtk rJr=;k gul m bwbwGw& m rCGwfU& >
m Ju=rJÀm=tathe m rJv{& vrETÿUvtJl& >>8>>
8. He who knows the sétra is a seeker of liberation;he is a mendicant [monk];he is a knower
3
of the Vedas and a person of righteous (unimpeachable) conduct;
he is a sage (vipra), one who
4
purifies a row (païkti) [during congregational eating].

gul mJorb=k v{tu;k mqºtu brKdKt RJ >
;Àmqºtk Ætthgu‘tude gtudrJ=Tc{tÑKtu gr;& >>9>>
9. The yogæ, adept in yoga, the ascetic monk devoted to [the pursuit of]Brahman, should put
on that sétra by which all this5 is interpenetrated, just like a row of jewels well strung (knit) together by a thread (sétra).6

crn&mqºtk ÀgsurÅv{tu gtudrJßÒttl;Àvh& >
c{ÑCtJbgk mqºtk Ætthgu‘& m bwrÿUCtfT >
ltNwraÀJk a ltuÂåA˜xk ;ôg mqºtôg ÆtthKbT >10>>
10. The sage (vipra) who is a knower of yoga and devoted to (that is, deeply intent on) spiritual knowledge shall renounce the external (sacred) thread. He who puts on (wears) the sétra
that is constituted [as it were]of Brahman-awareness (brahma-bháva), attains liberation. For him
who wears [this inner]thread [of Brahman-awareness],7 there is no uncleanness and defilement
(contamination).8
(Tobe continued)
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Notes
1. This deep yearning or longing for liberation is the sine qua non for spiritual attainment. It forms one
of the four essential qualifications (sádhana-catuøôaya) called mumukøutva, required of a spiritual aspirant of Vedántic wisdom. Sri Ramakrishna repeatedly taught this quality of earnest longing or yearning as perhaps the most essential condition for spiritual realization.
2. Sétra literally means ‘thread’. Here, it means the sacred thread (yajðasétra) worn by the ‘twice-born’
(dvija)— that is, those who have been reborn, as it were, in Spirit— having been initiated into spiritual
life, whose ultimate goal is mokøa, or liberation, from all bondage and ignorance. The Upaniøad here
tries to elevate the aspirant’s spiritual awareness by giving a higher meaning to the sacred thread,
thereby revealing its real inner significance.
3. A spiritual person’s conduct becomes a model for everybody to emulate (cf. Bhagavadgætá, 3.21). A
spiritual person, therefore, ought to be a person of unimpeachable righteous conduct for he becomes
a role model for society. Sri Ramakrishna used to say that a spiritual person is a jagadguru (teacher of
humankind) and therefore ought to conduct himself with utmost care, lest he should set a wrong example. But then, a spiritually illumined person does not do any act with self-consciousness, for his
self has been annihilated and in its stead the Divine Will has taken possession of him, as it were. Impelled and propelled by the Divine Will of the Supreme, such a person always acts rightly in a spontaneous manner. Sri Ramakrishna used to say: ‘An expert dancer never takes a false step.’ The application of this clause for a spiritual aspirant who is on the path to realization is to evoke in him a mood of
ceaseless prayer that all his actions and thoughts may be guided and propelled by the Supreme
(haósa), rather than by the instincts as in the case of the animal man. This is the significance of the famous dictum ‘Tannohaósaëpracodayát; M ay that haósa (paramátman, or the Supreme Self) impel or
guide us [in our thoughts, actions, speech and conduct].’
4. Cf. Mahánáráyaîa Upaniøad, 38.2, 39.7 and 40.6. A sannyásin sanctifies by his mere presence the entire
row of persons who sit with him while taking food.
5. The entire phenomenal world. The idea is that this sétra, often called sétrátmáor hiraîyagarbha in
Vedánta, is the supreme æùvara, who ties together the world of phenomena, interpenetrating it
through and through as the antaryámin (Indwelling Controller or Regulator). The term used for this
interpenetration in the Bìhadáraîyaka Upaniøad(3.7.1-23, 3.6.1) is ota-prota.
6. Bhagavadgætá, 7.7.
7. He goes beyond the conventional notion of external purity and impurity. For example, the leavings of
others after eating (called ucchiøôa) are conventionally considered to defile the one who partakes of
them. But a person of spiritual wisdom is beyond such conventions and conceptions. There is a beautiful illustration of this in Sri Ramakrishna’s life. One day Sri Ramakrishna saw that a person, apparently dirty and unclean, was partaking of others’ leavings in the company of a dog, putting his arms
round its neck in great friendliness. Later on, after a bath in the Ganga, when he began to chant hymns
to the Divine M other, the entire place reverberated with powerful spiritual vibrations. Looking at
him, Sri Ramakrishna told Hridayram, his nephew: ‘Hridu, look, this is the state of a brahmajnáni,
who goes beyond the conventional concepts of purity and impurity.’
8. Because all notion of impurity etc. arises only from the body and the mind. For one who is immersed
in the consciousness of Brahman, which is eternally Pure (nitya-ùuddha), the very concept of impurity
gets obliterated.

P

eople identify themselves with their bodies, think they are bodies. This body-consciousness
is sublated by the identification with the Self. H e who has realized this is liberated, even if
he does not want it.
—U padesha Sahasri. 4.5
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yLives
Sadhu Mathuradas
(Continuedfrom the previous issue)
‘Seek God Alone’
eshavananda was a prominent figure in
Kankhal. The swami was a man of vast
erudition who could count kings and
princes among his disciples. Naturally he was
influential and had, even in those days, established a prestigious school in the town. All
this, however, had been achieved at a cost: the
swami had neglected his spiritual life. M oreover, now nearing old age, he had begun to
suffer from diabetes. His youth spent in vain
pursuits, Keshavananda was compelled to ask
himself: ‘What have I done with my life?’
Though a great pundit, he had failed to get his
priorities right.
Filled with deep regret, Keshavananda approached M athuradasji for advice. But then,
saints are not known for sweet words;they tell
it like it is. Keshavananda was thought to be
highly ‘successful'and ‘popular'.M athuradasji couldn’t care less what he was. He rebuked
the swami unsparingly: ‘A sannyasin'
s life ought
to be a living demonstration of the unreality of
the world and the reality of the Spirit. But your
conduct has been a travesty of monastic ideals.
All you have done is painted yourself in ashes
and gone about in ochre robes. You have
posed as a world-renouncing sannyasin, but
have never lived a sannyasin's life. You may
be learned, respected, rich, powerful. So what?
Take it from me— you will repent every single
action of yours. You have eaten poison with
your own hands!'Keshavananda left in a sad,
sombre mood, but he had learnt his lesson: A
monk must seek God alone;everything else is
fraught with danger.

khal Sevashrama in those days on the anniversary of Bhagavan Sri Ramakrishna's birthday.
All the sadhus of Hardwar would be invited
to a feast, after which there would be a public
meeting where mahants of different akharas
delivered learned speeches in Hindi and Sanskrit. As can be imagined, on occasions like that
the Sevashrama would be alive and buzzing
with excitement.
One such meeting was about to begin,
when the noise suddenly died down: M athuradasji had arrived. He went straight to his
easy chair without so much as a glance at the
distinguished guests. Sitting there, he observed
how the whole ashrama was decorated with
buntings and garlands. But they did not interest him. He began to fidget in his seat and
seemed to be looking for something. Evidently,
he was missing his hookah. M ahendranath
had anticipated this. He had purposely removed the hookah from its usual place, because he thought it might hurt the sadhus’
sensibilities if M athuradasji started smoking
in their presence.
Anyway, the moment M athuradasji entered the Sevashrama, the sadhus fell silent—
like a class of noisy children when their master
enters the classroom. That was the effect of his
spirituality!One ray of light from the Goddess
of Wisdom stuns a thousand scholars, says Sri
Ramakrishna. So long as M athuradasji remained seated in his easy chair, there was an
uneasy silence. Then he got up to leave. When
requested to have his meal at the Sevashrama
that day, he simply said he was not hungry
and went away just as he had come.

Stunning a Thousand Scholars

‘Know Satchidananda!'

K

There used to be a grand festival at Kan-

One hot summer day, just before noon,
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M ahendranath and some Sevashrama workers were going to the Ganga for a bath. On the
way they met M athuradasji, who was coming
from the direction of the river. He was walking briskly, perspiration running down his
body. Seeing how dirty he looked, M ahendranath's companions surrounded him and said,
‘M athuradasji, your body is so covered with
dirt!Come along with us;we will give you a
nice bath today.'As they were coaxing M athuradasji to go with them, a clutch of curious onlookers began to gather. Averse to making a
scene in the streets, M ahendranath tried to cajole M athuradasji: ‘Come with us, sir, please.
Let us hurry. It is almost noon.'Perhaps he
should have been less insistent, because M athuradasji suddenly became serious. Looking at
M ahendranath squarely, he said, ‘No, you
don't have to go to the Ganga. You don’t need
to bathe in the river.'‘Why not?'persisted M ahendranath. ‘Ganga is Brahman on earth, Brahman in liquid form. A bath in the Ganga purifies us.'M athuradasji cut him off sharply:
‘Stop prattling “Ganga, Ganga”. What is so
special about the Ganga? Ganga water and my
urine are the same. Know Satchidananda;everything else is false!'
The words appalled M ahendranath. He
had great devotion for the holy river. But M athuradasji had spoken with such intensity—
undoubtedly from a very high plane— that he
was at a loss how to respond. He stared at
M athuradasji in amazement. For a few moments the crowd stood in shocked silence;
then it quickly dispersed. M athuradasji went
his way, and M ahendranath and his friends
wended their way to the river.
M ahendranath walked slowly, ruminating: ‘Hardwar is one of our holiest places.
Lord Shiva and M other Ganga are its presiding deities. People come here from all over the
country to worship them. How could M athuradasji have uttered such words? Yet, who
else could have said it? Had it been anybody
else, he would have been chased through the
streets and stoned. But when a real saint
PB - APRIL 2005
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speaks, people listen. For saints are the voice
of God. M athuradasji has seen the one Reality
behind this changing world. That is why he
speaks with the authority of a knower of Brahman.'
M ahendranath remembered an earlier
incident when M athuradasji had silenced a
group of self-important pundits with these
very words: ‘Know Satchidananda!'Taking him
to be an ordinary sadhu, they had criticized him
for smoking— and that from a meat-eating
Bengali's hookah. Their criticism had implied
that M athuradasji had fallen from his position
as a sadhu, since he did not observe the rules
enjoined on monastics. That day M athuradasji
had shed his childlike demeanour. ‘Who is a
sadhu? Who is a brahmin? Who is a Bengali?
Who is a Punjabi? Tell me, sirs!'he challenged
them. As the pundits gaped at each other, out
came the words with surprising force: ‘Know
Satchidananda!That alone is real— everything
else is illusory!'
That is the last word in Advaitic realization: our universe, our egos— even the idea of
God— are but illusions;Brahman alone is real.
‘AllIKnow is Satchidananda’
It was rare to find M athuradasji in the
above-described moods. A man who always
sees God is sometimes like an inert thing, sometimes like a ghoul, sometimes like a child and
sometimes like a madman, says Sri Ramakrishna. M athuradasji’s natural disposition was
that of a sweet-natured boy. A devotee once
asked him, ‘Sir, how did you attain such a high
state? You must have performed severe austerities, practised a lot of meditation.’ ‘What
state are you talking about?’ said M athuradasji. ‘I don’t know anything. I only roam the
streets.’ ‘At least you are a sadhu. Which order
of the Dashanamis do you belong to? They say
your monastic name is Shivpuri.’ ‘No, I am not
a sadhu. Who told you my name is Shivpuri?
M y name is M athuradas. Nor do I belong to
any order;I don’t believe in this order or that.
All I know is Satchidananda!’


Review Article

Sri Ramakrishna and His Divine Play
Swami Saradananda; trans. Swami Chetanananda. Vedanta Society of St Louis, 205 S Skinker
Blvd, St Louis, MO 63105, USA. E-mail: vedantastl@prodigy.net. 2003. 1003 pp. $ 39.95.

‘S

ri Ramakrishna and His Divine Play is a
new translation of Sri Sri Ramakrishna
Lilaprasanga, which was written in Bengali by Swami Saradananda, a monastic disciple of Sri Ramakrishna. This is the authentic,
factual, descriptive, interpretive and comprehensive biography of Sri Ramakrishna, the spiritual phenomenon of our age,’ says Swami Chetanananda, introducing the book. A massive
yet immensely readable book of 1003 pages
(with a detailed glossary, a select bibliography
and an index), this is, indeed, an unparalleled
landmark, a perennial source of unfailing nourishment to spiritual seekers all over the world,
whatever be their individual spiritual preferences. In the existing scenario of world spirituality in which inner perfection and poise are
desperately, imperatively needed, this saga of
a universal consciousness enfolding everyone
in his all-embracing love is timely and invaluable.
The reason is obvious. As Swami Chetanananda says, the interest of the book is multiple, far-ranging in its scope. ‘The reader will
find in this book glimpses of mysticism, discussions of various religious and philosophical traditions of India, accounts of different religious leaders, and descriptions of the social
customs, the educational systems and the
socio-religious movements of nineteenth-century India,’ says the swami, who has already
achieved rare distinction as a writer of indefatigable energy and competence. Besides the indispensable source books They Lived with God
(1989), Sri Ramakrishna as We Saw Him (1990),
and God Lived with Them (1997), he has also
authored Swami Adbhutananda: Teachings and
Reminiscences (1980), A Guide to Spiritual Life:

Spiritual Teachings of Swami Brahmananda
(1988), as well as a translation of the celebrated
Vedantic text, Avadhuta Gita (1984). The present book is, thus, in a sense, the culmination of
his unique contribution to the RamakrishnaVivkananda Vedanta tradition as a world
phenomenon of epic proportions.
II
But, then, why another translation when
one already exists (Sri Ramakrishna the Great
Master, trans. Swami Jagadananda, Madras:
Sri Ramakrishna Math, 1952)? Why not? The
Gospel translation itself shows precedents. M
himself did parts of it; then Abhedanandaji, a
direct disciple of the Master, did another that
was published from New York; and then there
is the definitive one of Swami Nikhilananda’s.
Now we have another translation being undertaken by Dharampal Gupta of Sri Ma Foundation, Chandigarh, two volumes of which
have already appeared.
The question apart, the job is a daunting
one. It took ‘five years’ to complete this Herculean task, ‘the most difficult work I have
done,’ says the swami, owing to ‘the elegant
and formal language’ of the original, its Sanskrit terms and Bengali colloquialisms and,
above all, ‘technical and philosophical terms
that are not easy to translate into English’.
Moreover, Ramakrishna’s words, ‘his colloquial expressions have both extraordinary
charm and profound meaning’. Obviously, ‘it
requires,’ he says, ‘tremendous effort and skill
to express them in English without losing their
essence,’ to express ‘as perfectly as I could’.
The perfection is there for every reader to
see. For a book of this nature and size, the lan49
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dence, one of the areas of (dominantly academic) discussion which is slowly but steadily
gaining prominence is the insight of lila in the
world view. Ever since Ananda K Coomaraswamy’s pioneering article on ‘Lila’ appeared
(Journal of the American Oriental Society, 61,
1941), several studies are converging on this
insight of God as the Divine Player. Varied aspects of this crucial controlling structure are
being debated (along with the interesting aspect of ‘acting itself as a way of salvation’ discussed notably by David Haberman) as is
clearly evident in the doctoral work of Bettina
Baumer (‘The Concept of Lila in Hinduism: Its
Theological and Philosophical Significance’,
Munich, 1969).
Interestingly enough, a volume of essays
on this fascinating area appeared entitled The
Gods at Play, edited by William Sax (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1995). Contributors examine the theological, cosmological,
the aesthetic and the mystical aspects, and almost predictably the Great Master appears. In
his article on ‘The Lila of the Goddess in Bengal
Saktism’ Malcolm McLean quotes Ramakrishna as saying: ‘She is full of Play. This world
is her lila. She is willful and full of joy.’ Playful,
Willful, Joyful: the trinity of gunas behind
Ramakrishna’s ‘divine play’ is the Mother’s
play. (Incidentally, Malcolm McLean did a
translation of Sri Sri Ramakrishna Kathamrita at
the University of Otago, Dunendin, New Zealand, in 1983, as his doctoral work.)
‘In the world’s busy marketplace, O
Shyama, Thou art flying thy kites!’says Ramprasad. And another ‘kite’ which is flying high
is of the nature of biography and hagiography.
Academics who study religious phenomena— particularly what is called ‘oceanic’ experience— have in Divine Play a daunting phenomenon. In a climate where ‘the fixity of any
text, of the authority of the author over the interpreter, of any canon that privileges, … of
fixity of language’ and, above all, ‘of the fixity
of the past, of the reality of the past apart from
what the historian makes of it and thus of any

guage is supple, contemporary and immensely— often unbelievably— readable. Considering the complexity of the original, its thought,
its argumentative sophistication and richness
as well as its intricate and subtle expository
nuances, Swami Chetanananda’s rendering is
transparently clear, simple where necessary
but remarkably free from rhetorical flourishes.
Wendy Doniger drew a distinction between
‘service translations’ and ‘creative translations by writers of strong original gift’. The
former are functional, the latter are masterpieces since they lose nothing in translation.
Swami Chetanananda’s is, in this way, a masterly translation of one of the two indispensable books of the Ramakrishna phenomenon.
Perhaps, this book will be one where future researchers may have to cut their translation
teeth if they wish to attempt comparable jobs.
III
Having said that, I would like to look at
the other aspects of the enormous significance
that the book in its new translation signals.
Classics need re-visioning and periodic translations. Whether we are aware of it or not, the
radical changes— cognitive paradigms particularly— set in motion by postmodern trends,
engender endless debate about many things
which we seem to have taken for granted. One
such debate is about the nature of the ‘other’
cultures, the tools we have to forge to cut passages of understanding between languages,
traditions and world views.
Seen against this climate, it seems nothing short of a miracle to me that Swami Chetanananda gave his loyalty to the original Bengali title Lilaprasanga and translated it as Divine Play. (I have some knowledge of Bengali,
very rudimentary, which I desperately acquired to read the Kathamrita in the original.)
‘Play’ for lila, yes. But prasanga, as my colleague Dr Sumita Roy tells me, could also
mean ‘a context, a subject, a topic for or under
discussion, or simply a narration’.
And, by the ‘ordinary magic’ of coinciPB - APRIL 2005
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I have not written anything about samadhi
without experiencing it.’ He extended the revelation: ‘Nothing beyond my spiritual experience
has been recorded in the book.’ Many could be
amazed but the truth of this is, as Christopher
Isherwood put it, ‘a man like Saradananda could
not have made [such a statement]unless it was
literally true.’ Obviously, this book could
quieten the anxieties of writers who look uncomfortably at the allegedly hagiographical
books.
That, in essence, is the most significant
feature of this biography— its authenticity, the
sheer factuality of the incidents (and their implicit inferences) narrated. Perhaps, the chronology of composition supports this: Saradananda wrote Part III first, followed by Part IV
and Part II. Part I and Part V came later. Parts
III and IV portray the momentous scenario of
Sri Ramakrishna as a guru. The reason he
chose to write goes beyond the collection of
facts in which quest he was faultless. As
Swami Chetanananda tells us, ‘I have had the
privilege [what a privilege!]of seeing the notebook in which he jotted down brief descriptions of incidents along with his sources of information.’
Writing about and evoking the cosmic
advent of Sri Ramakrishna requires both
sources, facts and figures, and resources that
get to the truths behind the facts. The centrality of the book is this and hence, it seems to me,
Swami Saradananda wrote these parts in the
very beginning of his colossal project.

objective truth of the past’ are denied, we have
this biography of the Great Master by
Saradananda who knew the West, having been
the leader of Vedanta Society, New York. There
is something intriguing (teleological?) that the
first translation should come from India and
this one from the USA, where the great Swami
Vivekananda struck the resounding, invigorating note of Vedanta as Ramakrishna lived
and taught.
How come in the Great Master’s ‘divine
play’ Swami Saradananda was assigned the
role of writing the most definitive biography?
One reason— however naive one may think
it— could be that he was, in his previous role,
an associate of Christ. The Master himself declared this. As such he had an inwardness with
certain patterns of thought, peculiarly Western, instinctively inherited. And Ramakrishna
gave Saradananda the closest association with
his (Ramakrishna’s) own advent and its myriad aspects which neutralized any privileging
of the Western frames.
To put it in another way, let me quote the
translator: ‘In the materialistic West, a biography or history shows a skill in collecting facts
and figures but the spiritualistic Hindus focus
their efforts on describing thoughts and feelings in an orderly way. We think that a true biography or history can be produced only by
combining these two approaches.’ In short,
biographical approach— the excess of which is
pathological anxiety for ‘facts’— is tempered
by hagiography. But hagiography and its methods are not allowed to slide into myths and
fantasies born out of an equally indefensible
craze for lacing the story with mysteries and
miracles.
Swami Saradananda himself made a
startling revelation; it came about this way: An
attendant asked him if he had ‘experienced
nirvikalpa samadhi?’ The swami was annoyed: ‘Did I waste my time cutting grass
when I lived in the company of Sri Ramakrishna?’ he asked, and advised: ‘Read the chapter
on samadhi in Sri Sri Ramakrishna Lilaprasanga.

IV
So far, perhaps, I counted the mangoes. It
is time to taste and tell what it is that we
tasted— the delicious, nectarean taste of ‘listening’ to what the story unfolds. A fellow
connoisseur describes it: In her fine review,
Linda Jensen points to Ramakrishna as the
discoverer of a ‘new truth’. This is, ‘As many
faiths, so many paths,’ which he declared ‘for
the good of humanity.’ In Swami Saradananda’s words, Ramakrishna ‘was the first
51
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every aspect that an alert contemporary wrestles with, in a life poised between a seductive
secular model and a nagging, though muted,
call of the Spirit. Divine Play as an absorbing
narrative is reminiscent of a Purana, but rigorously factual; it has an incisive, argumentative
strength of a shastra. But, above all, it is a story
that contains the most comprehensive answer
to the paradoxes and anomalies of our existence at any given point of time.
In his deeply moving tribute to the Master’s Gospel, Andrew Harvey said: ‘If I had to
choose one book to take with me to a desert island to contemplate for the rest of my life, or
pick one book to give to a seeker today to help
guide him or her into the joys and mysteries of
the mystic life, it would be … The Gospel of Sri
Ramakrishna.’ One heartily endorses it— amen
to that— but I would also take with me Swami
Chetanananda’s Sri Ramakrishna and His Divine Play. (But then, I do not know; I may have
to take Swami Chetanananda’s rendering of
the Gospel,too. A wild speculation about such
a possibility? Anything is possible in a play,
that too the Master’s ‘divine play’.)

fruit of the universal, eternal spiritual tree of
the Vedic religion— the very quintessence of
it.’ No one need today labour this truth. And,
if one is wary of ‘Vedic’ truth(s), that is only a
wrapper you peel off to get at the delicious
candy, universally tasty. As Linda Jensen explains, ‘He taught us to look beyond our prejudices and see how the Divine Spirit is working
in all the world’s traditions. When we stop
merely professing our allegiance to our own
faith and start actually practising it, we begin
to uncover the central truth at the heart of all
religious life. It is a revelation of love, grace
and unity.’
Yes, the ‘divine play’ of Ramakrishna, as
of all prophets, can only be one of love, grace
and unity. It is also necessary to remember that
the Divine Mother’s play is also one of inexplicable imponderables of decay, death and destruction. Both saumya (the sublime) and raudra
(the terrifying) forms coexist. Hence, the great
secret of the play is, as Swami Chetanananda’s
superb rendering shows, surrender.
As an absorbing narrative beginning with
Ramakrishna’s advent in Kamarpukur and
reaching a temporal close at Cossipore, it is a
divine romance that rivals any modern narrative. But temporal close is not the closure of the
story. Ramakrishna’s unique life encompasses

M Sivaramkrishna
Former Professor and Head
Deptartment of English, Osmania University
Hyderabad
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The M atchless W eapon Satyagraha. James K Mathews. Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Kulapati Munshi
Marg, Mumbai 400 007. E-mail: brbhavan@bom7.vsnl.net.in. 2004. xiii + 229 pp. Rs 200.
Written by a veteran student of Gandhian thought and literature, and selected for a special award by
the Gandhi Peace Foundation, this book studies the comprehensive and religious nature of satyagraha. It
also examines the formative influences in Gandhiji’s thought and concludes that Hinduism was the determinative force therein.
Navanit(Hindi), vol. 52, no. 10. Ed. Kumar Prashant. Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan. 2004. 208 pp. Rs 20.
Appearing in a new format this Hindi monthly from the Bhavan provides high-quality reading material on social, cultural, scientific and literary themes.
SriGanapatiAtharvaSheersha. Nagesh D Sonde. Nagesh D Sonde, 318 Raheja Crest - 3, Link Road,
Andheri West, Mumbai 400 053. 2004. 45 pp. Rs 50.
Mr Sonde, a reputed Konkani litterateur, has produced an insightful annotated translation of this
Upanishadic text on Sri Ganesha.
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new turn to the classical comprehension of Advaitic philosophy and adapts it to resolve the conflicts
of a person in his role as a citizen, a consumer and as
a follower of a certain ideology in society. Through
his neo-philosophy, Vivekananda teaches the common man to view the phenomena of success, failure, pains, disorders, non-cooperation, ups and
downs of people around him in his mundane existence in the light of Advaita.
Masterly as his exposition is, we do not agree
with Ramakant Sinari when he says that Vivekananda could not foresee what science and technology as a global movement could do one hundred
years beyond his time, and that his lectures did not
reflect his perception of what science as a power of
the mind could do to the whole of humanity.
Swami Vivekananda definitely foresaw the conclusions of the different branches of science, predicted
the ground-breaking theory of relativity discovered by Einstein, and the comforts and curses that
lay for future humanity on account of these developments. Swami Vivekananda has dwelt at length on
this favourite theme of his, though he may not have
spelt it out explicitly in his six lectures quoted by
the author. Swami Vivekananda always wanted
science and religion to shake hands with each other,
he started the Ramakrishna Mission with a prime
objective of promoting the liberal sciences, and he
inspired Jamshedji Tata to start the Indian Institute
of Science at Bangalore which has been the precursor to a number of internationally reputed Indian
scientific institutions.
In the third section on ‘Advaita in Vernaculars’,
one is pleasantly surprised to learn that there are
hundreds of independent Advaitic works in Tamil,
Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada, Hindi, Punjabi, Marathi, Bengali, Oriya and Gujarati. Some of these are
even of pre-Shankarite origin. Apart from these, there
are innumerable translations of Advaitic works
from Sanskrit into the vernaculars. All these show
how Advaita has shaped the cultures and civilizations of the Indian race through centuries. After the
spiritual renaissance of the nineteenth century,

This massive book is one in the 38-volume series on the ‘History of Indian Science, Philosophy
and Culture’ and is an invaluable guide to trace the
history of Advaitic philosophy and understand its
impact on the Indian mind. The book is divided into
three sections. The first section deals with classical
Advaita. The second section relates Advaita with
contemporary Indian philosophic thought. The
third section lists in detail the Advaitic works in Indian vernaculars and their elucidation of this philosophy.
The section on classical Advaita explains the
philosophy of Advaita as found in the Vedas, Itihasas, Puranas, Shankara’s works and those of his
followers. The enormous importance given to
Shankara in the evolution of the philosophy of
Advaita can be ascertained from the fact that almost all Advaitic works are classified as either preShankarite or post-Shankarite.
It is remarkable that Indian civilization, which
dates back to at least 6500 BC, has withstood the test
of time and the onslaught of alien invasions, and
even today continues to inspire the hearts of not
only Indians, but millions abroad too. This uniqueness is due to Advaitic philosophy, which discerns a
fundamental order and harmony or rhythm behind
the whole kaleidoscopic ensemble of the universe.
As for ‘Advaita and Contemporary Indian Philosophy’, the author, Ramakant Sinari. has rightly
stressed the contribution of Sri Ramakrishna and
his illustrious disciple Swami Vivekananda to the
modern age. According to Sinari, Vivekananda is
the only philosopher to reinterpret Advaitic Vedanta in the most literal, secular, democratic and humanistic way possible; Swami Vivekananda gives a
53
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Advaita has captivated Western minds also.
These interesting happenings confirm the statement of Swami Vivekananda that Advaita Vedanta
would be the future religion of the world.
The attempts of such a large number of wellmeaning philosophers would help humanity bridge
the gap between the transcendental (páramárthika)
and the phenomenal (vyávahárika) dimensions of Advaita Vedanta and open up the gate for an integral
Advaita, which can not only point to a way of life but
also solve the day-to-day problems of humankind.
This is a book for serious readers and should be
studied in depth by those who are interested to know
the history, culture, civilization and religion of the
Indian race, and how it has influenced the thinking
world for several millenniums.
Swami Abhiramananda
Acharya, Probationers’ Training Centre
Belur Math

The book, a product of the author’s dissertation,
is divided into six chapters besides the interesting
preface. After introducing the topic, the author has
presented his study of the architectural and sculptural ornamentation, the animal representations,
the structural aspects (material and magnitude), and
lastly, a summary of finer details. A comprehensive
bibliography and index add to the completeness.
The language is simple and lucid, but the text becomes repetitive at times.
The Lauriya-Nandangarh site, which dates
back to the Mauryan kingdom of Ashoka (c 269-32
BCE), was located on an important trade route to the
neighbouring country of Nepal. The presence of the
Ashokan lion pillar and numerous gigantic stupas
point to a magnificent centre of Buddhist faith and
religion. The inscriptions on these pillars, rocks,
and stones ‘enable us to know the ideals that the
Great King cherished and the religion that he followed. The objective behind these inscriptions was
to inform people about his ideas. The inscriptions
form a very important part, since its contents reveal
the true greatness of Ashoka as a man and as a
ruler.’ The inscriptions are in Brahmi script. In his records Hiuen Tsang refers to this engraved pillar.
The bulk of the find comprises terracotta objects. The large-scale animal representations include
rams, bulls, ducks, and geese. Whether they were
merely artistic representations or were objects of
worship is difficult to tell. They might bear some
connection with the Buddhist religion, as the Jataka
stories make numerous references to these animals.
The numerous terracotta female figures in standing
position— some of them depicting rhythm and movement— are well decorated with ornaments like bangles, earrings, necklaces, beads and pendants.
Along with the many terracotta figures, stone
and metal objects have also been excavated; these
provide Lauriya-Nandangarh with its own special
identity. These metal objects include gold-leaf
plaques and silver coins and foils. Copper objects
dating back to the Kushan dynasty have also been
found. Details have been provided about the sculptural ornaments and metallic artefacts. The metal
used is ashtadhatu comprising lead, copper, tin, antimony, zinc, gold, and silver as constituents.
All in all a good book; it informs us, in very
many details, about a very old archeological site in
eastern India.
Dr C S Shah (late)
Aurangabad

Architecturaland SculpturalIm agery of
Lauriya-Nandangarh. Balarka Batabyal.
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Kulapati Munshi Marg, Mumbai 400 007. E-mail: brbhavan@bom7.vsnl.net.in. 2003. xi + 90 pp.
Rs 150.

T

here are many Buddhist monastic sites, stupas
and caves scattered across the length and breadth
of India and also in South-East Asia and the Far
East. The cave sculptures and paintings at Ajanta
and Ellora, and the many stupas, pillars and universities in and around Bihar (the ancient Magadha) and Madhya Pradesh point to the widespread
prevalence of Buddhism after King Ashoka surrendered to and accepted Buddhism following the battle of Kalinga. His efforts to spread Buddhism to
far-off places opened up new routes of trade and
commerce; besides, many monasteries, stupas, and
other residential sites were also established. People
involved in trade and commerce and other social
interactions left behind many forms of arts,
artefacts, and architecture.
Many such historical sites have been studied in
varying details. In the book under review the author has put forth his studies about one such site in
eastern India— Lauriya-Nandangarh. As the author says: ‘The origin of this research work lies in
my curiosity regarding the art and architecture of
the Buddhist monastic site of Lauriya-Nandangarh,
located in District Champaran, in the eastern state
of Bihar.’
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Reports
lic meetings addressed by Sri Jitendra Choudhury, Minister for Youth Affairs, Tripura, and
others), Along (a procession and street dramas), Bhubaneswar (a national-integration
camp), Chandigarh (an elocution competition, an exhibition and a blood-donation camp),
Chapra (a procession and a public meeting),
ChennaiM ath (a public meeting and a literary competition, in which about 48,000 students from 410 schools of Tamil Nadu participated), Delhi (speeches, recitations, music
and essay competitions), Ghatshila(a procession and a public meeting), Jam shedpur (a
procession, a public meeting, recitations and a
one-act play), Jam tara(a public meeting), Jayram bati(a procession, speeches and cultural
competitions), Lim bdi(a procession, a public
meeting and an elocution competition), Lucknow (quiz and debate competitions), M alda(a
procession, a public meeting, a cultural programme and a blood-donation camp), M angalore (a procession and a public meeting),
M anasadwip (a public meeting and recitations), M um bai(a procession, speeches, an exhibition and cultural competitions), Nagpur
(a procession, a public meeting and a recitation competition), Narainpur(a procession, a
youth convention and a public meeting),
Porbandar (a youth convention), PortBlair
(cultural competitions and a public meeting
addressed by Prof Ram Kapse, LieutenantGovernor of Andaman and Nicobar), Puri
M ission (processions, elocution competitions
and public meetings), RanchiSanatorium (a
procession and a public meeting), Swam iVivekananda’sAncestralHouse(processions),
Thrissur(a seminar) and Vrindaban (a youth
convention and a blood-donation camp).

M ission to StartDeem ed University
The Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India, has accorded
the Ramakrishna Mission permission, by a gazette notification, to start a deemed university
(under the University Grants Commission
Act). The university is to be named Ram akrishnaM issionVivekanandaEducationaland
Research Institute, with headquarters at Belur
Math. For the present, the university will consist of the International Human Resource Development Centre (IHRDC) for the Disabled at
Ramakrishna Mission Vidyalaya, Coimbatore. Later on, by phases, some other institutions run by Ramakrishna Mission centres engaged in the field of rural development, value
education and disaster management, as well
as the proposed research centre at Swami Vivekananda’s Ancestral House would also be included within its ambit.
This is the first and so far the only university institution in India in the name of Swami
Vivekananda.
Newsfrom BelurM ath
Srimat Swami Ranganathanandaji Maharaj, President, Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna Mission, inaugurated the newly built
archway at the junction of the Grand Trunk
Road and the approach road to Belur Math on
1 January 2005.
NationalYouth Day Celebrations

The headquarters and following centres
celebrated the National Youth Day on 12 January (main programmes are given in parentheses):
Headquarters along with Saradapith,
Belur (processions, speeches, recitations, music and a yogasana demonstration), Advaita
Newsfrom Branch Centres
Ashram a, Kolkata (speeches, music, a question-answer session, cultural competitions
A spiritual retreat was held at Ram aand a drama), Agartala(a procession and pub- krishnaAshram a, M ysore, on 18 December
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krishnaM ission, Viveknagar, were awarded
gold medals and 6 students were awarded silver medals at the Second International Child
Art Exhibition (2004), organized by Kshitij International Art Society, Gurgaon. The society
also awarded the Kshitij Ratna Award to the
arts-and-crafts teacher of the school.

2004, to record the remarkable success achieved by ‘Jnana Vahini’ and Viveka Prabha. ‘Jnana
Vahini’, a project launched in October 2003,
has until now carried the message of Sri Ramakrishna, Sri Sarada Devi and Swami Vivekananda to 278 interior villages in 15 districts of
Karnataka through personality-development
programmes, bookshops, exhibitions and satsangs with the help of audio-visual aids.
Viveka Prabha, a Kannada monthly, has within
5 years achieved a circulation of 25,000 copies
The newly built medical ward at Ram akrishnaM ission Students’Hom e, Chennai,
was inaugurated on 2 January.
Dr Manmohan Singh, Prime Minister of
India, Sri Pranab Mukherjee, Union Minister
for Defence, Sri Gopalkrishna Gandhi, Governor of West Bengal, and Sri Nirupam Sen,
Minister for Commerce and Industries, West
Bengal, visited Swam iVivekananda’s AncestralHouseon 12 January.
Swami Smarananandaji, General Secretary, Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna
Mission, inaugurated the newly built nursery
school building at Ram akrishna M ath, M ekhliganj, on 18 January.
Sri Priya Ranjan Dasmunshi, Union Minister for Water Resources, visited Ram akrishnaM ission Ashram a, Narendrapur, on
19 January and inaugurated the annual celebration of Loksiksha Parishad and the agricultural training centre.
Srimat Swami Gahananandaji Maharaj,
Vice President, Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna Mission, laid the foundation stone for
the proposed 6-storey extension building of
Ram akrishna M ission Seva Pratishthan on
24 January (Swami Turiyanandaji’s birthday).
A meeting was organized on this occasion in
which he gave a benedictory address, and
Srimat Swami Gitanandaji Maharaj, Vice President, Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna
Mission, Swami Smarananandaji, and Dr
Surjya Kanta Mishra, Minister for Health and
Family Welfare, West Bengal, also spoke.
Five students of the school run by Ram aPB - APRIL 2005

Ram akrishnaM ission
Reliefand Rehabilitation W ork
During December 2004 and January 2005,
the following branch centres of the Ramakrishna Math and Mission distributed 26,692
blankets to poor people affected by the severe
winter. A break-up of the figure follows: Advaita Ashrama, Kolkata (66), Agartala (420),
Along (18), Antpur (400), Bankura (600), Baranagar Math (200), Baranagar Mission (1550),
Belgaum (200), Bhubaneswar (1660), Chandigarh (453), Chapra (975), Cherrapunji (1650),
Chittagong, Bangladesh (110), Contai (600),
Cooch Behar (150), Deoghar (3030), Garbeta
(100), Gol Park (365), Ichapur (500), Jalpaiguri
(100), Jayrambati (1750), Kamarpukur (700),
Katihar (200), Malda (200), Manasadwip (300),
Medinipur (200), Ootacamund (300), Pallimangal (100), Puri Math (500), Puri Mission
(6020), Ramharipur (500), Ranchi Sanatorium
(225), Sargachhi (500), Tamluk (500) and Vrindaban (1550).
Ram akrishna M ission Calcutta Students’ Hom e, Belgharia, distributed 9630
blankets, 4457 saris, 3925 dhotis, 22,340 assorted garments, 1500 kg chira and 110 kg
sugar to 10,725 families of flood-hit North 24Parganas district in January.
A medical-relief camp was organized by
Ram akrishna M ission Seva Pratishthan,
Kolkata, Ram akrishna M ission Ashram a,
Sarisha, and Ram akrishnaM ission Ashram a,
M anasadwip, during Makar Sankranti Mela
between 11 and 15 January in Sagar Island. A
total of 3174 patients, including 31 in-patients,
were treated. Besides, 150 blankets and 50 sets
of clothing were distributed. Free board and
lodging were also provided for 279 pilgrims.
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Ram akrishnaM ission Tsunam iReliefand Rehabilitation W ork asof1M arch 2005
trict 6500 kg groceries
were given away to 260
families. The Math also
distributed 15,134 kg
groceries, 2078 sets of
utensils, 803 items of
clothing and 193 water
pots to 2078 families at 8
places in Kanchipuram
and Villipuram districts.
By way of rehabilitating fisherfolk who
had lost their livelihoods
in the aftermath of the
tsunami, the Chennai
Math provided 33 mechanized fibreglass boats
Swami Smarananandaj
i and Cuddalore districtcollector Sri Gagandeep Singh Bedi
and fishing nets (23 in
flagging offthe boats
Nagapattinam district
Ramakrishna Math and Mission centres
and 10 in Cuddalore disin India and Sri Lanka continued relief opera- trict) at a total cost of Rs 56.61 lakh. These form
tions among tsunami victims by distributing the first instalment of the 240 boats the centre
food, clothing and other essential supplies. proposes to hand over to the fishermen.
Each boat, fitted with a 10 hp outboard
Details of relief work during February 2005
motor, cost Rs1.27 lakh. The work of making
are given below.
At 8 different locations in and around them has been entrusted to 9 boat-making
Chengalpattu, Ram akrishnaM ath, Chennai, units. The entire project is being carried out in
distributed 9140 kg rice, 1448 kg dal, 34 biscuit coordination with panchayat chiefs and reprecartons, 1397 sets of utensils, 213 mats and 507
bed sheets to 914 families. At Srinivasapuram,
Chennai, the centre distributed 228 kg rice, 114
utensil sets and an equal
number of water pots,
garments and tarpaulin
sheets among 114 families. At Nagercoil, Rajangamangalam and other
places of Kanyakumari
district, 1500 families received 16,500 kg groceries including rice and
Happy fishermen launching their newly acquired boats
dal. In Cuddalore dis57
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sentatives of local fishermens’ associations, and
each boat will be registered in the names of five
fishermen.
The boats were
given away at two separate functions attended
by Swami Smarananandaji, Swami Gautamanandaji, President, Ramakrishna Math, Chennai,
Sri J Radhakrishnan, District Collector, Nagapattinam, and Sri Gagandeep Singh Bedi, District
Distribution ofessential supplies ata camp in PortBlair
Collector, Cuddalore. Sri
Radhakrishnan said the
garments, 50 sweaters, 62 mosquito nets, 9369
donation of fibreglass boats was a milestone in mosquito-repellant coils, 36 carpets and 500
the rehabilitation of fishermen.
tarpaulin sheets.
The Math is also providing assistance to 7
Ram akrishna
Advaita
Ashram a,
physically disabled persons for restarting Kalady, provided boats and other equipment
their businesses.
consisting of fishing nets, floats, weights and
Ram akrishna M ission, Port Blair, rings to 100 families in and around Edamanbrought relief to 20 places (7 in and around akkad near Cochin in Ernakulam district. The
Port Blair and 13 in Hut Bay, Little Andaman). centre spent Rs 3.68 lakh for this purpose.
Among the things the centre distributed were
Through its 74 camps in Batticaloa,
1511 kg rice, 96 biscuit packets, 100 sets of Ram akrishnaM ission, Colom bo, distributed
utensils, 1617 men’s garments, 1961 women’s 1200 packages of cooked food, 10,799 kg rice,
3937 kg dal, 134 kg
pulses, 2302 kg flour, 158
kg curry powder, 452
biscuit packets, 1646 kg
milk powder, 767 kg tea
powder, 3075 kg sugar,
261 kg vitamin supplements, 559 cooking vessels, 40 feeding bottles,
222 sets of clothes, 3478
sweaters, 24 bed sheets, 6
mats, 26 mosquito nets,
966 lanterns, 19,060 litres
bottled water, toiletries,
5606 notebooks and 521
sets of stationery items
Receiving rations ata Batticaloa camp
among 75,539 people.
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